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Physician and Surgeon,

\C.

South Pari»

Block,

Maxim

JONES,

Smith and Machinist,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

machinery, «teamen
Manufacturer of rfeners machinery and tools,
cineo, mill work, spool
drills made and
Holts, set screw*, tap*, dlea anil
ma

ami threshing
reualred. Sewing, movrtug
presse», gune, pisI'Uinpe of all ktnde,
neat 1 ν an·! promptly re-

cbhïëâ,

tole. knives, trap», etc..
water
paired. Steam anil

piping ilone to order.

PARK,
4 LBERT I).

Licensed Auctioneer,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Term· Moderate.

PARKER.

|>ISKKK
at Law,
Attorney· and Couueellore
Λ

MAINE.
MrORl) rALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei
Ut-orge D. Btebee.
Rl

L.

BUCK,

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
All a»y best work warranted.

J^R.

H. P. JON ES,

Dentist,
MAINE

NORWAY,
12—1 to 4.

OMi-e Hour·—to
r SMITH,

ρ

Attorney at Law,
MAINE.

SoeWAY,
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Collection»

Home

J JKRRICK

a

Specialty.

Λ PARK.

Attorneys at Law,

I
!

!

MAINE

15ETHEL,

Ellerv C. I'ark

V'l lleon K. Herrlck.
I i>11Ν S.

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE

IHXKIELD,

1 11' UK,H ι
I

Λ

WOTH.il,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Jamee S.

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
ALSO

—

—

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
Cement steps made to order.

yard.

South Paris, Maine.
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CATARRH
El)'» Cream Balm

Cream E:i!m b placed Into the nostrils, eprenii*
the LitiiioraiiO and 1· absorbed. Relief la :inmédiate an·- a cure follows. It ia oot drying—dues
c Ί produce
Large Size, SO «en:· at Druç10 cents by mail.
g t« or by mail ; Tr.al Sue,
£LY UUOTUERS, Si Warren Street, New Yor
OTvr

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

Lowest Prices in Oxford Gotiniy.
NORWAY, MAINE.

YOU TO SEND U9 YOU Κ

CARPETS

and have th?m mailt' lnlo hamleouie,

desirable

buy

half the co»t of any rug
Semi for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUU CO.,
36S Congress Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered ou cars at
auy Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Pans.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

FINE RESIDENCE FOR SALE
In

Norway, known

on

any other profession.
The order of Patrons of Husbandry
has been of inestimable value to agriculture in the 38 years of its existence,
bringing the calling up to a high level
and showing to the world that brains
and

good citizenship

are

as

common

the
among farmers and their wives as in
other walks of life.
The grange is one of the needs of
those who are still out of the gates and
is a means of development and the discoveiing of the latent ability of its

.*> cents. 1 pass. Ask Rockefeller. I
haven't "had experience" of this sort.— members.
Among the teachings of the grange is
E. L. Bradford, Manager Turner Center
the love of natural life.
Dairying Association, Maine.
"To love the country is to take interest in all that belongs to it—its occuM. pations, its sports, its culture and its
would
this υίιΓ4 of the country ami improvements, to gather the flocks
our own
failed by reason of being too around us and feed them from
f , ,m marne». and obliged to pay too hauds, to make tbe birds our friends,
far trom
·~
names—to
a margin and call them all by their
rove over the verdant fields with a
we
«>f profit. A» «or l"
wnuld drop us, higher pleasure than we should have in
to drop the butter
Don't put carpeted halls of regal courts—to inhale
and work on
the fresh air of the morning as if it were
y
your money in a créa
.u the sweet breath of infancy—to brush
bright prospects close at hand.
the dew from the glittering fields, as if
...a our paths were strewed with diamonds
too many idle ere.»·
»»»
intmess —to perceive this glorious temple all
«' "»n«st stinct with the presence of the Divinity,
heart
and to feel amidst all this tbe
swelling with adoration and a holy joy
absolutely incapable of utterance. This
b"
is to love the country, and to make it
which «ouhl »... bru« «»·'
b, not the home of the body only, but of
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without
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the soul."
ceni» ι
sold for 2
The teachings of the grange would
he could
But
chance whatever
^ {rom make the farmer's home the biightest
go back
think he would waut and happiest place on earth.
market and the
-the butter ought
(jive the harm uoy a mance.
ώ ce»« Ρ"
Give tbe boy od the farm a chance.
Don't make him a slave, but make him
father in
your partner. It will pay any
the loug run, and save the boy. Recream than
eelling milk at member, a buy is human and must have
farmers seem to ρ
·'
.»
ΓΛ
·>· paiee,
incentives to work. He desires to
to :5 cents per quart.—U j
gather some fruit of hie own labor. If
tireylock Creamery,
of he is not permitted to do so the work
will be obnoxious, because it yiulde him
»««'»
Lhe milk if wortn
nothing but what he eate and wears,
where the fami- (rive the boy an interest in a calf, pig,
1
ly at some dlst»"'
him
er must be on hand
ry
> regularly iu all horse or crop of corn, and life for
the weara" ^
will take on new color, and he will take
kinds of weather
a
realize
worth ou new energy. He may not
considerable, in*"
large sum of money in the end, but the
left to raise pleasure and interest will come in the
stock. lhe raisin* »»
pursuit rather than the possession.
crops| Otherwise, the boy begins to think he's
nothing but a slave to drudge for his
parents, and when he is half grown—the
a
very time he needs the care of loving
mother and the admonition of a wise
father—he drifts away from the farm.
Then, too, put responsibility on the
keep only
,
f
, taking farm boy and he will not shirk it. He
thereby
hieb««-t... hatwr UMher
^ ueeds to be taught self-reliance. Let
les» quarts to
creamery is him strike out for himself at times by
It «» getung so tbntu
on a rA.lruad putting in a patch of potatoes or a few
located near a t >
him to
where a milk car le run tue farmers are acres of corn. This will teach
If his
^ lfae de_ depend on his own resources.
apt to sell their m
vrice average ideas are crude, suggest to him the best
mand for milk œι
^uart which plans and methods. He will learn by
more than I 1creamery to experience that your opinion is worth
bis. Let him bump up
more than
against the business world. He will
ery, Massachusetts.
hi8 milk for like it. If be does get cheated in a calf
If your subscriber can
^ by aH trade or the sale of hie crop it will put
2 1-2 cents per quart;h
milk, him on his guard for the next time.
dm
means .ell it, as he cannot bandle
Take him to the market when you sell
worth 2 12 cents
1
has helped you to
butter at 18 to 20 c
your stock. The boy
te8t and fatten them and it is natural that he
handle milk by th
to know what they will
charge the patrons £51·-. cen» ν pound should want
^ weigh and how much they will bring.
for making.
The Give him a chance to tigure out the
»l«»
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JOHN L. HORNE STAND,

Kccentiv occui'le'l at a Home for Age<l Women
Lot AM) reel front, J3 rode >teep. law two story
ilwe! In* ami ell ami «table connecte·!, 12 rooms,
•team heater, but ami cold water, plenty of fruit
ami shade tree*. Will be sold for leu than half
the original cost.
I Ktt LOD HOWE, Real Estate Agent,

Sorwijr, Maine.
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[continued.]
Win·» Captain Erl came ûorne ttiat
afternoon and was cleaning his catch
Ht the shanty he was surprised to receive a eall from Miss Preston.
"Come to
"Hello!" he exclaimed.
Paru the trade?"
Elsie smiled and disclaimed any Intention of apprenticeship.
"Captain Eri," she said, "I want to
have a talk with you, u business talk."
The captain looked at her keenly. All
he said, however, was, "You don't tell
ine!"

"Yes, I want to talk with you al>out

getting

"Earn your livin'? Why, child alive,
you don't need to do that. You ain't
a mite of trouble at the house; fact is,
I don't know how we'd get along without you. and, as for money, why. I
cal'late your grandpa ain't so poor but

a little change
In awhile, he'd be able to pay me
back when ho got better."
"But I don't want to use your money
or his either.
Captain Eri. you don't
know what be has done for me ever
since I was a little girl. He has
clothed me and given me an education
and been so kind and good that, now
that he Is ill and helpless, I simply
can't go ou using his mouey. I can't,
"
and I won't
"
'In"All right," said Captain Eri.
dependence shows a proper spirit and
saves grocery bills,' as old man Scudder said when his wife run off with
the tin peddler. What kind of a place
was you tliinkin' of takin'?"
"I want to get the appointment to
teach In the grammar school here. Miss
Nixon is going to be married, and when
she leaves I want her place, and I want

what. If I let you have

once

you to help me get It."
Captain Eri whistled. "I want to
kuow!" be exclaimed. Then be said:
"Look here, Elsie; I don't want you
to think I am tryln' to be cur'ous 'bout
your affaire, or anything like that but
are you sure there ain't some reason
more'u you've told me of for your
wantin' this place? I ain't no real relation of yours, you understand, but I
would like to have you feel that you
could come to me with your troubles
Jest tbe same as you would to your
grandpa. Now, honest and true, ain't
there somethin' back of this?"
It was ouly for a moment that Elsie hesitated, but that momeut's hesitation and the manner In which she answered went far toward confirming the

captain's suspicion.

"No, Captain Erl," she said. "It Is
Just as I've told you. I don't want to
be dependent on grandfather any
longer."
-Ana mere
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"I mustn't forglt to see Seth," he
added. "I promised I would, and, besides," with a wink, "I think 'twould
be better to do It 'cause, between you
and nie, I don't b'lleve Seth knows that
he's been thinkin' of runnlu' for the
committee and has decided not to."
The second member of the school
board, John Mullett. was, so the captain said, a sort of "me too" to Mr.
Bangs and would vote as his frleud
directed. The third member was Mr.

accompanied with weeping or profanity. Mr. Bangs didn't object to foreclosing a mortgage, but be disliked to

have a prospective customer hear the
dialogue that preceded tlie operation.

On this occasion the door of the sanctum was left ajar, so that Elsie, although she did not try to listen, could
not very well help hearing what was

Langworth.v, the Baptist minister, and,
though 2 to 1 was a clear majority.

said.
She beard the captain commenting
on the late cranberry crop, the exceptionally pleasant weather of the past
month and other Irrelevant subjects.
Then the perfumes of the campaign ci-

Captain

floated out through the doorway.
"Let's see," said Captain Eri, "when'e
towu meetiu' day?"
"First Tuesday in Dei-ember," replied

gars

after the previous interview to see how differently her champion handled tlie case. Then» was no
preliminary parley and 110 beating
about the bush. Miss Preston's claim

"Why. so 'tis, so 'tl·. Gittln' pretty
nigh, ain't it? What are you goiu' to
git off the school committee for?"

to the soon to be vacant position was
stated clearly and with vigor; also
the reasons why she should receive a
higher salary than had previously been
paid were set forth. It was something
of a surprise to Elsie, as It had been
to Hulph, to see how highly the towns-

"Me? (Jet off the committee? Who
told you that?"
"Why, I don't know. You are, ain't
you'/ Seems to me I heard Seth Wingate was goiu' to run, and he's from
your district, so I thought, of course"—
"Is Seth going to try for the commit-

people—-that Is, the respectable portion
of them—seemed to value the opinions
of this good natured but uneducated
And yet when she considered
seaman.
that she, too, went to him for advice
that she would not have asked of oth-

tee?"
"SetlTs a good man,' was the equivocal answer.
"A good man! lie ain't any better
man than I am. What's he know about
schools, or how to run 'em ?"
Folks
"Well, he's pretty popular.
See here, Sol, what's this
like him.
"bout your turnln* Betsy Godfrey off

and far more learned acquaintances
it did not seen so surprising after all.
The clergyman had had several candidates in mind, but lie was easily won
And so, as Capover to Elsie's side.
tain Eri said, the stump speaking being over, there was notldng to do but
to wait for the election, and Elsie and
he agreed to keep the affair a secret
until she received formal notice of the
appointment. This was undoubtedly a
good plan; but. unfortunately for its
success. Solomon Bangs called upon
his fellow in the committee, Mr. Muler

her place?"
I've
"Who said I turned her off?
been carrying that mortgage for so
long it's gray headed. I can't be Santa
Claus for tlie whole town. Business is
business, and I've got to look out for

"Ye-es, I s'pose that's

eo.

Still, folks

talk, and Seth's got lots of friends."
"Eri, I ain't denying that you could
do a heap to hurt me If you wanted to,
hut 1 don't know why you should. I've
always been square with you, far's I

lett, to inform the latter that he, entirely unaided, had discovered the very
teacher that Orham needed in the person of John Baxter's granddaughter.
Mr. Mullett. living up to his "me too"
reputation, indorsed the selection with
enthusiasm, and not only did that,

What have you got against
know.
me?"
"Oh, nuthln', nutliin'! Didn't I hear
you was tryin' to get that Harniss
teacher to come down here and take
Carrie Nixon's place when she got married?"
"Wei!, I thought of her. She's all

but also told every one he met, so that
Captain I'erez heard of it at the postoiHce the very next afternoon.
The natural surprise of this gentleman and of Captain Jerry at their
guest's sudden determination was met
by plausible explanations from Captain Eri to the effect that Elsie was a
smart girl and didn't like to be "hangin' round doln' notbin' now that her
Elsie's
grandpa was some better."
own reason, as expressed to them, being just this, the pair accepted it withNeither of
out further questioning.
them attached much Importance to the

right, isu't she?"
"Yes, I s'pose she Is.

'Twould be better if she lived In Orham. maybe, and

letter which she had received, although
Captain Perez did ask Mrs. Snow if
she knew from whom it came.
The lady from Nantucket was not
At her first opporso easily satisfied.
tunity she cornered Captain Eri. and
they discussed the whole affair from
beginning to end. There was nothing
unusual in this proceeding, for discussions concerning household matters
and questions of domestic policy were
lietwcen these two getting to be more
Mrs. Snow was
and more frequent.
now accepted by all as one of the

p^e
^

Kri worked
at the model of the clipper, and the
expression on his face as he whittled
showed that he was puzzled and not a

little troubled.
He came back from his fishing next
,1 iv a little earlier than usual, changed
his working clothes for his second
be<t suit, harnessed Daniel into the
buggy and then came into the house
and announced that he was going over
to the Neck on an errand, aud it Lisle
wanted to go with him he should be
,.

As this was
of lier company.
hut part of a prearranged scheme, the
young lady declared that a ride was
Just what she needed.
Cantain Kri said but little as they
He
drove up to the "main road.

glad

seemed to be thinking. Elsie, too. was
When they reached the
Verv quiet.
fruit and candy shop just around the

the captain stopped the horse,
Uhen he
got down aud weut in.
came out he had a handful of cigars.
"Why. C'airtain Eri," said Elsie,
didn't know that you smoked cigars. 1
thought a pipe was your favorite.
corner

"Well, gin'rally speaklu', 'tis,

was

"but I'm electioneer^
now. and i»olitice without cigars would

the

answer,

"Met

Oct

off

unily, and Captain Eri had come to
îold a high opinion of her and her
views.
Tiie marriage idea, that which had
'ir.)rght the housekeeper to Orham, was
In fact, Cap11 >\v seldom mentioned.
•:in Erl had almost entirely ceased to

the committed"

folks couldn't say you went out of
towu for a teacher when you could
have had one right from home. Then,
she's some relation of your cousin, ain't
she?
Course, that's all right, butwell. you can't pay attention to every-

thing that's said."
"Could have got

from
Dave ElWho'd we get?
borne!
dredge's girl, I suppose. I heard she
was after it."
The conversation that followed was
in a lower tone, and Elsie heard but
one

right

impoverished soil, like impoverished blood, needs a proper
fertilizer. A chemist by analyzing

She heard enough, howlittle of it.
ever, to Infer that Captain ErI was
still the disinterested friend, and that
Solomon was very anxious to retain
After awhile the
that friendship.
striking of matches indicated that
fresh cigars were being lighted, and
then the pair rose from their chairs
Mr.
and entered the outer office.

Bangs

was

very

Let your boy go with you when you

not. If be sees you knock up
will aoon
against the business men he
learn how to do the same.
Above all, broaden the farm boy
intellectually. Don't starve his mind,
especially if he ie eager for knowledge.
If
can.
Give him all the schooling you
books
that isn't much, then put good
him
and papers in hie way. Encourage
and
to read your farm journals, weekly
If he's got anything
religious papers. make
D.
man.—W.
a
behind him he'll
in Tribune
Veale, Hunnewell, Mo.,
Farmer.
it or

gracious, exceedingly

are

so.

I

lacking in it.

need

"Miss Preston," he said, "Cap'n
Hedge tells me that it—er—might be

need

for us—er—for the towu to secure—er—to—in short, for us to have
you for our teacher in the upstairs
It ain't necessary for me to say
room.
that—er—a teacher from Hadcliffe
don't come our way very often, and
that we—that is, the towu of Orham,
would—et^feel itself lucky if you'd be

possible

a

little bus'ness 1
want to talk with you 'bout. Sol." said
the captain. "Elsie, you set down here
and make yourself cornf table, and So
and me Ί1 go Inside for a minute.
llttle p
as he led the way ^to

answer

waa

In

more

likely you

concentrated fat food,

lacking

and fat is the element

fat food that is
digested and assimi-

There is
so

tb·

no

easily

lated

as

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil

ume Jerrys teenugs witn rererence
to It. Mrs. Snow of course said nothing about It. But for that matter she
said very little about herself or her

affairs.

It was a curious fact that the lady
from Nantucket had never referred except iu a casual way to her past history. She hud never told how she came
to answer the advertisement in the
Nuptial Chime nor to explain how so
matter of fact a person as she was had
ever seen that famous sheet.
Mrs. Snow was certain that Elsie's
reason for wishing to obtain the position of schoolteacher was something
more specific than the one advanced.

She was also certain that the girl was
The root
troubled about something.
of the matter, she believed, was conAs
tained In the mysterious letter.
Captain Eri was of precisely the same
opinion, speculation between the two
as to what that letter might have contained was as lively as it was unfruitful.

One thing was certain—Elsie was not
she had formerly been. She did her
best to appear the same, but she was
much more quiet and had tits of p.bsentmiiidedness that the captain and
as

the housekeeper noticed.

She had no

evening "errands," but she occasionally took long walks in the aftermore

noons, and on these walks she evidently preferred to be alone.
Whether Mr. Hazeltiue noticed this
change in her was a question. The
captain thought he did. but at any rate
his calls were none the less frequent,
and he showed 110 marked objection
when Captain Jerry, who now considered himself bound iu honor to bring
about the union be had so actively
championed, brought to bear his artful schemes for leaving the young
folks alone.

These devices were so

apparent that Elsie had more than
once betrayed some symptoms of an-
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ieii nbout the
ne ν m
*-»n, you cnu
It's likely
weather 'long this coast!
Beddes."
to change most any time.
with a wink that expressed comprehension unlimited, "I reckon yon and
Mr. Hazeltiue don't care much 'bout
the company of old fogies like me and

Two's company ai.tl three's a
crowd, you know. Ho. ho, ho!"
"Captain .Terry, come hack this min-

Perez.

ute!"
But the captain chuckled and shook
out of the door, followed by the οΙ>#^1Ιeut Perez, who, having pledged fealty,
stuck to his colors whatever might

happen.

At another time Elsie would probably have appreciated and enjoyed the

Joke as much as any one, but this
evening it did not appeal to lier in the
least.
Ralph put in a very uncom-

fortable half hour and then cut bis visit short and departed.
It certainly was Captain Jerry's unlucky evening, for he left l'erez chatting with a fisherman friend who had
left a favorite pipe iu bis shanty mi,I
had come down to get it and entered
the bouse alone. He bad seen tin· e!"etrician go and was surprised at the
brevity of his call, but he was a< far
from suspecting that he himself was
the indirect cause of the said brevity
as a mortal could be.

He came Into the dining room. Irmg
his cap on the back of a chair and remarked cheerfully: "Well, Elsie, what
did you send your company home so
•iniek for? Land sake. 12 o'clock
wa η t none too late for me when I
was young and goln* round to see the

girls!"

But Miss Preston did not smile. On
the contrary, she frowned, and when
she spoke the captain had a vague
feeling that some one had dropped an
icicle inside his shirt collar.
• aptain Jerry, said ilie young lady,
"I want to have a talk with you. Why
do you think it uecessary to get up
ami leave the room whenever Mr. 11a
zeltiue calls? You do it every time,

to dig sonic for her. The best clams
iu the vicinity were those in the Hat
across the bay near the cable station,
and the captain took his bucket and
hoe and rowed over there. As he was
digging Ralph came strolling down to

the shore.
Mr. HazeRlne's "Good morning" was
clear and hearty. Captain Jerry's was
hesitating and formal. The talk that
followed was rather one sided. Finally the captain luiil down his hoe and
where hit»
to
came splashing over

friend was standing.
"Mr. Hazeltine." he said confusedly. "I kind of feel as if I ought to t>og
your pardon. I'm awful sorry I done
what I did: but, as I said to Elsie, I
meant well, and I'm sorry."
"Sorry? Sorry for what?"
"Why, for lea vin' you and her alone
You
so when you come to the house.

I never thought but what you'd
both like it. and 'twa'n't till she raked
me over the coals so for doiu' it that
I realized how things was."
I'm
"Raked you over the coals?
afraid I don't understand."
It is unnecessary to repeat the whole
of the long and tangled conversation
that ensued. The captain tried to exsee.

plain, tumbled down, metaphorically
got up again and started otf
In his an:;lety to
on another tack.

speaking,

make his

position perfectly

clear he

quoted from Elsie's remarks of the
previous evening and then, thinking
perhaps he had gone too far. tried to
smooth these over by more explanations.
Repeating this process several

times got hi;n into such a snarl that
he scarcely knew what he was saying.
When the aginy was oxer Ralph had
rceehi ι the impression t'iat Miss I'reston had said his visits were a perfect
torture to lur. that she objected to being left alone with hint, that she held
Capt iiu Jerry responsible for these

things and that the latter was sorry
for something or other, though wli.r it
was he < Ralph* didn't know or care
To the captain's conparticularly.
he muttered absently
tinued
apologies
and tonight was no exception, except
that it wa> "all right" and wa'k.d
that by what you said you made me
I slowly away with his hands in ids
business he of course said nothing.
appear a little more ridiculou.. than
At the next committee meeting Elsie usual. Now. why do you do itV*
pockets. Captain Jerry was relicv. d
this expression of forgiveness. He
Miss
was unanimously chosen to till
by
stared
lie
"fell,
The captain's Jaw

noyance. all of which were lost on the
zealous matchmaker. Ralph, like the
others, was much surprised at Miss
Preston's application for employment,
but as it was manifestly none of his

Nixon's shoes as trainer of the young
idea at the grammar school, and, as
Miss Nixon was very anxious to be rid
of her responsibilities in order that she
might become the care free bride of a
widower with two small children, the

shoe filling took place in a fortnight.
From her tirst day's labors Elsie reShe had
turned calm and unruflled.
met the usual srnaJI rebellion against
a new teacher and had conquered It.
She said she believed she had a good
class and she should get on with them
very nicely. It should 1»· mentioned in

passing, however, that Josiah Bartlett,
usually the ringleader in all sorts of
trouble, was a trifle upset because the
new schoolmistress livet'i iu tin* same
house with him, and so had not yet de-

just how far it was safe to go
in trespassing against law and order.
Thanksgiving day came, ami the captalus entertained Miss I'atience Iinvis

cided

and her brother and Ralph llazeltine
That dinner was an event.
at dinner.
Captain Eri and Mrs. Snow spent a full
twenty minutes with the driver of the
butcher's cart, giving him directions
concerning the exact breed of turkey

that was to be delivered, and apparently these orders were effectual, for Captain Luther, who was obliged to hurstation as
ry back to the life saving
he
soon as dinner was over, said that
was so full of white meat and stufllng
that he cal'lated he should "gobble"
all the way to the beach. His sister
until the next day, and this

stayed

was very pleasing to all hands, particularly Captain Perez.
anil
They had sanies in the evening,
here the captains distinguished themSeth Wingate and his wife
selves.
and Mr. and Mes. Obed Niekerson
came in. as did several other retired

mariners and their better halves.
Even John Baxter was better that

day.

He seemed a trifle more rational
understood when they

and apparently
told hiiri (hat it was Thanksgiving.
There would have been no cloud anywhere hail not Mrs. Snow, entering
her room after Elsie had gone to bed.
found that young lady awake and cry-

at his questioner to see if she was not
joking, but. finding uo encouragement
of that kind, stammered: "Whv do I
doit? Why?"
"Yes, why?"
"Well, I don't know. I thought you

oil

■

"Elsie,"

said,

I am so. if I'd thought I was loriurin'
of you 'stead of miikin' it pleasant
I'd never have done itf sure. I won't
p> out again. I won't, honest. I hope
I
me.
you won't lay it up against

meant well."
Now, if Captain 1'ere/, had delayed
his entrance to that dining room only
two or three minuter longer, if lie had
not come in just iu time to prevent Elsio's making the explanatory and «»th

"And she wouldn't tell what the
trouble was," said the housekeeper to
"Said it
Captain Eri the next day.
She was kind of worwas notliin'.

"That's the one that
invented that yarn 'bout a woman's
not bein' able to keep a secret."

and there.
Elsie went upstairs feeling a little
conscience stricken ami with an unthan
easy idea that she had said more
nhe should have. Captain Per»·/, took
to
up the newspaper and sat down
As for Captain Jerry, lie sat
read.
down. too. but merely to get his

lug silently.

ried 'bout her grandpa. Now. you and
I wish to
me know it wa'n't that.
goodness we knew what it was."
The captain scratched his nose with
"There's one feller
a perplexed air.
I'd like to have a talk with jest 'bout

now," he said.

m

CHAPTER XIII.
Τ was during the week that
followed the holiday that
Captain Jerry made a mess of
It, ami all with the best in-

tentions In the world. Elsie had had a
hard day at the school, principally owing to the perversity of the irrepressible Josiah. whose love for deviltry
was getting the better of his respect
for the new teacher. The boy had discovered that Elsie never reported his
had conduct to Captain Perez and
therefore that the situation was not
different from what it had been

greatly
during the reign of Miss Nixon.

On this particular day he had been a
little worse than usual, and as uucasl
ness and mischief in a schoolroom are
as catching as the chickcnpox Elsie

home tire·', and nervoi»>. Captain
Eri and Mrs. Snow were certain that
this Increasing nervousness on the part
of their guest was not due to school
troubles alone; but, at any rate, nervous she was, and particularly nervous,
aud. it must be confessed, somewhat
inclined to be Irritable during the supill starred
per and afterward on this

came

was out. and
per room, Captain Eri
Captain IVrez and Captain Jerry were
with Elsie in the dining room. The
electrician was made welcome by the
trio—more especially by the captains,

for Miss Preston was in

no

mood to be

overeffusive—and a few minutes of
general conversation followed. Then
Captain Jerry. In accordance with his
plan of campaign, laid down his news-

attract
paper. coughed emphatically to
the attention of his partner aud said:
"Well, I guess I'll go out and look at
Come on.
the weather for a spell.

Perez."
"Why, Captain Jerry," exclaimed Elsie, "you were out looking at the
weather only ten minutes ago. I don't
think it has changed much since then.
Why don't you stay here and keep uh

company?"

felt that (lie situation wasn't wh.it ho
would like to have it: but, at any rate,
This was a
he had done his duty.
great consolation.
Ralph didn't call that evening or the
When he did drop in it w.oi
iie\t.
merely to inquire concerning Johu Ilax-

I know
two would ruther be alone.
and to chat for a mowhen I used to go to see my wife 'fore I ter's progress
li s next v.s.t
ment with the ciptains.
we was married I"—
a week later and was just as brief
was
do
to
that
got
"Please, what has
and formal.
with Mr. Hazeltine'H visits hen·?"
If Elsie η diced this sudden change
W by, why, not bin', 1 s'pose, if you
There n:l';!tt have
she said nothing.
I
so.
thought"—
Jest
say
<·. ιιι.ι -tit
by the other·: had
"What right have you to suppose been some
> usât ion
so occupied the·;·
a η ·>ν
not
me
is
calling
Ilazeltiue
that Mr.
minds as to hut out everyihiug < ! e.
more than any other person or jm'moiis
This sensaiion was caused I ;. Jo-.ah
iu this house?"
who ran away one n!ih< with
This was something of a poser, but Hartlctt.
tied up in a br.r.vu l aIds
iK'longiiigs
sat
lie
best.
his
did
the captain
a note saying that
leaving
hi
per parcel,
•he edge of a chair and rubbed
had gone to enlist iu th
navy and
knee and then blurted out: "Well. I he
wasn't coining back any more.
.vawe thought lie
is.
I—that
s'pose
There were lively time; the next
jest 'cause he nat'rally would: that's
when the note was found.
see
morning
If
I'd
thought
all.
why.
bout
I'eivz was for harnessing up
here. Elsie, don't you think Ιι<·'„ cumin' Captain
Immediately and starting o(T to tiud
to see you ?"
the lost one. hit or miss. Captain Eri
At an;,
"I don't know that 1 do.
•ooii showed Itiin the folly of tliis prorate. I have given you no authority :
and instead hurried to the railI
I
ceeding
an
such
assumption,
act on any
station am! sent a telegram dedon't want you to put me ag.·: n in th<- way
scribing the fugitive to the conductor
,.ι did this even
ridiculous position
It caught the
I,
ot the Rostoii train.
ing and as you have done so often
conductor at Sandwich, and the local
;
be
visits
his
might
per;'·.
/ore. Why,
constable at Ruzzards Ray caught the
ve
torture to me. and still I should lr
boy. Josiah was luxuriously putting a
to endure thi'in out of common poli;.·
live cent < igar iu the smoking car. and
leave
ami
1 couldn't go away
ness.
it was a crestfallen and humiliated
him alone."
that, accompanied by the
prodigal
was a study of
face
Jerry's
Captain
aforementioned constable, returned to
troubled
and
repentance.
chagrin
Orhain that uight.
'Tin awful sorry
lie

answer that was on her ι n:gue.
events would probably have I··-, n en
tlrely different and a good deal of
trouble might have hcen s:·-,·»·,I. Hut
iu he came, as if some perverse imp
had been waiting to give him the signal, and the interview between Captain
ami. the young lady whom he

It will nourish and strengthen night.
The beginning of the trouble was
the body when milk and crenin
Mrs.
when Italph Ilazeltine called.
fail to do it. Scott's Emulsion Snow was with her patient in the up-

>

Eri's

but

It may be you

in your system.

that'll fetch that sort of critter."
"But I shouldn't think be would care
whether he was on the school commitIt Isn't such an exalted
tee or not.

position."
Captain

tonic,

a

you've got

a

to

If your blood is impoverished
what
your doctor will tell you
and
it
give
you need to fertilize
it the rich, red corpuscles that

tl"WeÏ

got

tell you what
for different
use

can

products.

J

""whv" I've

the soil

fertilizer

be like a chowder without any clams. \
to come."
Rum goes with some kind of politics, willing
"Of course, I told him, Elsie," said
hut terbacker kind of chums in with
"that you wouldn't think
all kinds. 'Talu't always safe to jedge Captain ErI,
for
of
comiu'
$45 dollars a month or
he
of
cigars
a caudldate by the kind
Of course, 'tisn't as
that.
like
anything
gives out neither. I've found that out
really needed the place."
They reached that part of Orham though you
"I understand, I understand," said
which is called the Neck and pulled up
the
pompous committeeman. "I think
the
before a small building bearing
that can be arranged. 1 really thinkat
sign, "Solomon Baugs. Attorney
er—Miss Preston, that there ain't any
Law, Iteal Estate and Insurance.
reason why you can't consider it setHere the captain turned to his comtled. Ahem!"
haven
"Sure
asked:
aud
you
panion
Elsie thanked him, trying her best
changed your mind, Elsie.' \ou want
not to smile, and they were bowed out
that school teachin' job.'
by the great man, who, however, called
"1 haven't changed my mind, Capthe captain to one side and whispered
eagerly to him for a moment or two.
I wanted to be sure. 1 should
The word "Seth" was mentioned at
hate to ask Sol Baugs for anything
least once.
and theu have to back out afterwards.
"Why, Captain ErI!" exclaimed Elsie
now."
Come on,
as they drove away.
chairman
the
was
Solomon Bangs
The captain grinned. "Didn't know
He
of the Orham school committee.
was such a heeler, did you?" he said.
I
was a short, stout man with sandy
1 tell you, if you're lishin' for
"Well,
He
side whiskers and a bald head.
eels there ain't no use usiu' a mack'rel
condewith
becoming
them
received
and
jig. Sol, he's a little mite eeiy,
scension and asked If they wouldnt
to use the kind of bait

Ask
purchase the farming implements. take
hie advice about them whether you

surprised

was

Mr. Bangs.

myself."

Erl asserted that there was

nothing like a unanimous vote, and so
they decided to call upon the reverend
gentleman.
They found him at home, and Elsie

mi·

,h\lUhat evening Captain

So

iiSewhewpottr
ci^·.

omc-r

do soiuethln' for me. Still, you can t
tell. A cat Ί1 jump over your
hands if she knows there s a
but
of ttsh coin in* afterwan s
she's swallowed that tish it s a dirt r
eut job altogether. Same way with a
politician. But, theu, you let me think
over it for a spell, and p'raps tomorrow
You think it over too.
we'll see.
Mavbe you'll change your mind.
"No. 1 shan't change my mind, lui
ever and ever so much obliged to you.

®*®J

Pulp
Correspondence

for—

never

pr<>iit.

per cent of the area
thouforests, and
uuds in South
sauds of acree of
jersey and in t»'« ®ounUins ο j Sussex
and other northern
They have
nothing else
to anynot heretofore been de
as
thing like
Bye epeol*Ilet.
them
want of
forest grv)Wi ng areas bec*
When resting your horses, give
Ulii.«». Cuh or Credit. Satisfaction Guarof the tbe full benefit of it by having com^
g
knowledge and the yearly ra
their
anteed. Eyes Tested Free.
forest tires.
fortable quarters for them to spend
—
leisure moments in. Horses compelled
NORWAY, MAINS. "Small Farmer," of
in tilth cannot
to stand or lie down
aot
of their rest. No
opinion that farmers Κ
.secure the full benefit
use
the
well formed a
attach sufficient
matter how well bred or
there being
she is not allowed
of sawdust, ln
mare may be, if
and is not given good
thousands of bu*be 8. rotting and doing
for the cost proper privilege·
All kinds of
in giving satisfaction
Wood the com- no good,
care, she will fail
Anything and everying year.
solicited. of hauling. He
m a brood mare.
Tered with sawtoes were planted and
which interferes with her general
H. D. COLE,
thing
the best
more or
dust taken froœι»■ *
health will affect her progeny
tbe mo.t
Pond, Me.
tubers being grown
less.
1

siuK.e

Homethin' further on.
"Well, that's the way 'tis with Sol.
School committee's all right, but this
section of the Cape nominates a state

to

P^'gfpSnd.
the

a

from fallin' into any more wells. He
said no; said he was lookln' out for

vale ollice at tlie back of tlie minding
auil seemed to take it for grauted that
Mr. Ilungs would follow, the latter gentleman couldn't well refuse. The private office was usually reserved for Interviews with widows whose homestead mortgages were to be foreclosed,
guileless individuals who had indorsed
notes for friends, or others whose business was unpleasant and likely to be

the school committee, so I thought pi rhaps, if you used your influence, you
might get the position for me.
•Well. 1 don't know. I did do a little
eleotloueeriu' for one or two fellers,
aud maybe they'd ought to be williu

8UJ-h

e8on

«in

he thought religion would keep him

Of course I ought to mind
my bu»lneea. but- Well, there! Wbut
was it you wanted me to do—help jou
irit the place?"
"Yes, if you will. I know captain
Perez lias said that you were interested
iu the town meetings aud helped to
nominate some of the selectmen and
son

»*.« τΕΓλ. »Uk,l.

color, etc.,

position."

ing."

^

^^'Îhè mïôhinery.
markets.

me a

"A position?"
"Yes. I've been thinking a great deal
lately, and. now that grandfather
seems to be a little better and I'm not
nee<!ed to help take care of him, I
want to do something to earn ray liv-

«τ™1"

°Ulie,ee
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State Geologist
sey, one of the
commission of tbat st· *,
forest cultivation can be
profitable, especia >
thesUtes where
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CAP'N ERI

The New England
Tbe Chief Needs of New England
Agriculture, by Hon. Ε. H. Llbby, Secretary
Maine State Grange.)
Farmer

There have been so many uoeedsM
shown up in the recent letters to the
New England Farmer, that their name
The Profit in the Creamery.
The proposition of making a creamery is legion: That there are exceptions to
these needs in very many cases we canplant pay is an interesting one. A Connecticut subscriber writes the New Eng- not dispute, yet the majority of our
land Homestead as follows: "1 would farmers perhaps are of the "needy"
like to start a creamery but from what class. Two words will express the
information I am able to get I cannot "Chief Needs" in a boiled down sense,
viz.: Faith and education. By faith I
see bow butter can be sold at lb to 20
tbe beet and
cents a pound when it takes ten quarts mean a belief that we have
a
milk at 2 1-2 cents a quart to make one Hurest means of not only obtaining
the comforts
pound of butter, to which must be added livelihood but of enjoying is
strong, we
something for operating aud a margin of life, and if that faith
most
I would like to know how shall bend every energy to get the
of profit.
this is doue."
The subscriber iu quot- of life for ourselves and our dependent
ones.
By education I do not mean
ing figures, uses extreme cases, and
but
does not take into consideration all the merely a school or book education,
conditions. This is very well brought the education that fits us to do thiDgs
out by the following paragraphs from and do tiiem right.
As the farmer needs a broader edusuccessful creameries in different parts
cation than one of any other profession
of New England.
and active mind,
The amount of milk for a pound of he must have a bright
new facts as they
butter may be correct, but 1 think the ever ready to accept
them into his
price for butter given is too low. But- appear and incorporate
ter should average to sell for 24 cents business.
There is a great cry of scarcity of farm
for the year at the lowest, and the exiu every section of New England.
pense per pound should not exceed 3 1-2 help
is changed and
I would rather sell butter at 20 Until this condition
cents.
see more inducement to go out
cents net than milk at 2 1-2 cents per laborers
the farms for employment we must
quart.—F. M. Kugg, Berkshire Creamery on
substitute more improved machinery
Co-operative Association, Massachusetts.
to branches wherein
I lack the practical exj>erience in and adapt ourselves
we cau use the same to advantage and
creamery work to speak with perfect
It is surprising how little farmauthority on the question raised by your protit.
is to bo found on some
correspondent. Certain points, how- ing machinery
calls himCreameries farms and still the proprietor
ever, are very apparent.
self a farmer. Sometime ago I met a
are not usually operated on the basis of
farmer (?) and in talking with him trya quart price for milk, but on a basis of
to induce him to purchase a new
payment either by the space for cream ing
piece of machinery, he said, "I am
or according to the butter fat content of
well stocked up now with tools.
cream or milk deliveied, as determined pretty
out over ?40 in the last teo
1 have
by the Babcock test, and there are many vears paid
for tools." It is this class of
localities where farmers are ready to
farmer who needs to be awakened, but
produce milk and to sell the cream or
will be.
butter fat on this basis at prices which probably never
The object lesson of a good progressnet them considerably less than 2 1-2
ive farmer in a neighborhood can do
cents per quart for the butter in their
much to stimulate the slower ones to
the
usual
I'uder
they
system
product.
effort. Each season
have the skimmed milk in addition to more intelligent
and results to the
what they receive for the cream or but- brings new lessons
and he must be able to trace the
ter fat and this is worth 1-8 to 1-2 cent farmer
causes of defeat or failure in expected
per quart, according to locality and
so as to remedy his attempt the
possible market. It is self evident that results
The educated farmer is
season.
no one could operate a creamery, paying next
skillful not only in directing the efforts
2 1-2 cents a quart for milk, averagiug
of others but he must be an artist in
4 per cent butter fa', at a profit if he
all kinds of machinery and
must sell the butter at 18 to 20 cents per handling
how- caring for the same. Too many times
These
pound,
figures
per
pound.
men
we see two
required in plowing
ever, a'e below the average rates for
where one should hold plow and drive.
good butter for the last year or two.—
This is also an example of many other
William Brooks, Massachusetts.
kinds of employment on the farm.
Your subscriber evidently thinks he
Perhaps it is too late to make over
is asking a question no one can answer;
some of our farmers that are past midnamely, How to sell butter for less than dle
life, but we can do much to improve
the cost of milk aud yet make a profit,
the rising
but 1 would like to expltin to him that conditions by educating
the importance of agriit has been done twice in this territory generation to
the rewards to be derived
iu recent years, as follows: The cream- culture and
therefrom. Don't drive them from the
term
short
for
a
a
leases
man
plant
ery
farm by keeping them in the
and starts out in the early part of the homestead
old ruts and educating them to the false
season to
pay extravagaut prices and
hardest work in
Pay- idea that farming is the
secures a large amount of milk.
and doesn't pay. It is just
ments for each month's delivery to be the world,
is the healthiest
made the 20th of the following munth, the reverse. Farming
the hardest work a young
about the 20th of July, the creamery aud far from
of tbe
ruau
bankruptcy and man may attempt, and instead
goes through
has been charged, a life
leaves the farmers with their experi- monotony that
farm has more variety and things
ence.
However, legitimate creamery on the
than
this method of iuterest to the thoughtful mind
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form of α para Die. "Oiu jLaoan Birnpkiue that lived round here one time,"
he said, "was α mighty hard ticket
Drank rum by the hogshead, pounded
hie wife till she left him, and was a
tough nut gin'rnlly. Well, one eveuin'
Labe was com'.n' home pretty howcome-you-so, and he fell into Jonadab
WIxou's well. Wonder he wa'n't killed,
but he wa'n't, and they fished him out
in a little while. He said that was the
deepest well he ever saw; said he begun to think it reached clear through
to the hereafter, and when he struck
the water he was s'prised to find it
wa'n't hot. He J'lned the church the
next week, and somebody asked him if

Faith and Education.

busiuessdoes not depend on
HOLLISTER S
of doing business for a success. There
many sections of the country where
Reeky Mountain Tea Nuggets are
tuilk is not worth 2 1-2 cents per quart
A Βasy Moiiioine for Baiy People.
to the producer, neither is butter as low
Brings QoUea Health and Renewed Vigor.
as IS cents per pound at all times, for
A snw'itlo f'>r Constitution. Indigestion. Live
35 cents per pound
end Kidrit-v Troubles. Pimpl«*H. Eczema. Impure iustauce it has been
U. vd, Ua i Breath. Slugg'nh Boarels. U>*a luch·· wholesale iu less than 12 months.—G. II.
It's Ri-ky Mountain Tea in tnl
un ! Sackache.
Franklin
( latlin,
County
Manager
(ii-nuiu·· made by
l<-r form. Ml cents a box.
Creamery Association, Vermont.
H' L" I3TKR IÎ2«*0 CoJIPANY, Madison. Wis.
at
2 1-2
milk
Cost of ten quarts of
GOLDEN NUGGElS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE
cents a quart equals 20 cents; price one
pound butter 20 cents, leaving a loss of
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AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Democrat.

Oxford

ing

Jerry
had unwittingly offended broke olT then

thoughts assorted into
ment

less

straws.

like
The

a

an

arrange-

spilled box of Jackcaptain's wonderful

scheme tliat he had boasted of and
worked so hard for had fallen to earth
like an exploded airship, ami when it

hit it hurt.
His lirst idea was to follow the usual
procedure and take the \ lnlc matter
to Captain Kri for settlement, but the
more he considered this plan the less
he liked It. Captain Eri was an unmerciful tease, and he would be sure
to "rub it Iu" In a way the mere
thought of which untile his friend
iu
squirm. There wasn't much use
confiding to Captain I'erez either, lie
must keep the secret and pretend that

was working smoothly.
Then his thoughts turned to lla/eltine. and when he cousidcrcd the wrong
he had done that young man he squirmed again. There wasn't a doubt in his
mind that Italph felt exactly as Elsie

everything

Captain
about his interference.
Jerry decided that he owed the electrician an apology and determined to

did

offer it at the lirst opportunity.
Λud the opportunity came the very
next morning, for Mrs. Sn >w wanted
•:oi::e cla:n.« f«:* dinner a::! a Iced him

Catarrh

constitutional cfisease
originating in impure bloo
ana requiring constitution;
treatment acting through

b

a

"

IIO lit CONflKC&U.J

ORDER OP THE GARTER.
II·

ΛΙΙι·κ·'·Ι

lliillrmiui Orivlu
> llumunrr.

Tin» origin of tin» Order of the (toldeu
I'lccrc is, like licit of the (iarter,
shr.»ude I in mystery. Very Jew uudern aivhaeoiogisis attach any credence
to the Miliar tradition, wholly unsupported li.v any authority, that at a court
hall pi veil l>y Kiiward III. a lady, supposed to lie the Countess of Salisbury,
dropped lier garter. and the king. taking it up and observing some of hi*

courtiers to smile as though they
thought lie had not obtained this favor
merely by accident, exclaimed in a

loud voice, "Iloni soit qui mal y i>ense."
There Is another opinion which traces
the origin of this order, which, according to lie learned Seldon, "exceeds In
majesty, honor and fame all the chivalrous orders In the world." to Richard
Coeur de I.ion having upon the occa-

sion of some warlike expedition during
his wars in Palestine chosen a leathern
thonged garter as tlii» distinctive mark
Vet another theory
of his partisans.
ascribes tlie foundation of the order to
the fact that Edward at the battle of

Crecy issued his garter as a signal for
battle, which, proving successful, deter-

mined him to Institute the order In
memory of the event.
Roth these opinions are to a certain
extent feasible, and the first Is materially fortified by the well known fact
that when the crusaders captured St.
Jean d'Acre In a nocturnal assault the

knights of the Christian army were ordered to wear straps of white leather
bound round the leg under the left knee
in order to distinguish them from tb·
Infidels.
Cleaning Men'· Clothe·.
A tailor of fifty years' experience
gives the following information:
All men's clothing to be cleaued
should l>e thoroughly beaten and brushed. Some things are so dirty it is abas
solutely necessary to wash them
Iron on the
woolen
good*.
other
any
use the
wrong side. To remove spots,

following:
Two ounces of hartshorn, an ounce
of castiie soap, a quarter of an ounce
of
of saltpeter. Dissolve in a quart

rain water.
He has used many cleaning mixI'ut
tures, but considers this the best.
old towel;
a wad of soft cloth ((ike an
under the spot, saturate well and rub
hard. The secret of tuccess lies in
hard rubbing, which will drive the
the wad of cloth.
grease through into
Rub dark goods with dark woolen uud
light goods with light. Press on right
side with damp cloth between iron and
News.

and purifying the blood for garment.—Buffalo
its radical and permanent
find Him Held.
Pa Twaddles—I can't see
cure. Be sure to take

Hood'sSarsaparilla

Nasal and oflur local fora» of catarrh
quickly refieved by Catarrlets, fault. He can't go—sister's
which alhy Inflammation and deodoris· him.—Cleveland Leader.
Hood's SarsaparOa, aO druggists, $1.

Catarrleto, mail order only,50 cts.
For testimonials of remarkable cures
Mad for our Book on Catarrh, No. 4.
C L Hood Co., Lowed, Mesa.

why

that

young idiot who is calling on Molly
It's midhasn't sense enough to go.
tight. Tommy Twaddles—'Taln't his

are

dbcharce.

Ouljr

settin' on

There Is no policy like politeness,
alnce a good manner often siu-ceed·
where the best toiigue has failed.—M»·
goon.

West Sumner.
Bethel·
Buckfield.
WMt Paria.
Christmas vu obeerved at the Baptist
at nil the
Th.
eerrloee
Romford
of
Cole
T.
P.
Cole
and
Geo.
Clans
"Santa
exercise
The Christmas
^ h arc h by appropriate exerolaea Monday
were
uid HU Helpers" which wae «Wen at Falls, and Harold Cole of Portland
(torford
·— 8"°· venlng. Two trees were weighed down
wu gueeti of their parent·, Mr. and Mra.
church
she
evening
Monday
Baptist
rith Rift·. Every child present reoeived
rtlE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
and son <
ISSUED TUKSOAT8.
largely attended, the boose being crowd- Virgil Cole. Mrs. T. P. Cole
box of candy. The evergreen tree· and
««leg,
ed to the doors; nearly fifty chairs were were also along.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
inea made a pretty backgronod for tbe
Weet
of
wife
Paris,
and
Lutber Irish
used beside the seating capacity of the
hlldren's bright dressee and it did one
of Rumford Falls,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JAN. 2, 1906.
house, and then many were obliged to Lewis Irish and lady
to look into their oheerful, ex;ood
and
of
Mr.
sons
of
Allen
Irish
and
Bath,
Paris H11L
itand ail through the evening. There
Great was their joy when
ec tant face·.
trade eurpae»
the
ChrletmM
with
their
were
H.
▲.
jay
Mra.
parents
and
Irish,
were 75 children whioh took part,
lanta Clans appeared with Kris Kringle
on
Christmas.
of
the
be
their parents may
justly proud
A ΤWOOD <& FORBES,
Philbrook of Greene ha· 1 >y his side. The programe given below
Church, Rev. Κ. Ο. Taylor· P*«or Une manner in which the
Flnt
Howard P. Shaw of the school of
programe was
ras presented:
E4Ktn «Ml PreprltUrt.
>reachlng every Sunday M 10:4ft a. M. Sunday
a teacher in Boston, t>een vUlting bis mother, Mr·. Em y
follows:
Amy.
was
as
which
Technology,
at
Sabbath Erenlng Service
rendeaed,
it 12 M.
^ ong—The Bur That Shone o'er
A. K. rouu.
home to
I Vchool
Uioiei M. ATWOOO.
Bethlehem^ ^
Mis· Brown. and Mildred, a student, came
'30 v. M. T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening,
I. Organ Voluntary,
BUbee ba. H"* th.
'rayer Meetiug Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove- & Opening Carol, Christinas Is Here. ...Chorus. spend Christmas with their parents, Mr.
'rayer— Bev.B. Ô. Taylor.
Choir.
Be τ. D. F. Nelson. and Mrs. I. W. Sbaw.
lant Meeting the taat Friday before the lu
5. Prayer
Hymn
odr—ChrlMmu
AU not
Seven Olr's·
Tiui —♦1.50 a year If paid strictly la advance. Sunday of the month at 3:30 p. M.
4. Responsive Boat ling.
<etter Exercise—Welcome,
Mrs. Joseph Emery and son of Boston
Etta HolH».
Mr. >ela<>n and Congregation.
Otherwise $3-00 « year. Stogie copie· 4 cent·. ; ttherwlee connected are cordially Invite·L
lecltatlon,
■8T A Β US HID IMS.

g*mocrat,
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iDTUTKUEm.-lll legal advertisement»
are riven three connective Insertion» for $1J0
per Inch Id
made with
er».

of column.

Special contracte

length
local, traitaient and yearly advertis-

New type, faat preaaea, steam
Jo» Paorrwa
and low price·
power, experienced workmen
combine to make thla department of our boslmm complete and popular.

Coming; Event*.
Jan.

i.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
SKW ADVKRT1SBMENT9.

Co-operation a Money Saver.
Samuel Richard», Optician-

Notice.

Commissioner·' Notice
Furniture, Household Good·.
2 Notice· of Bankruptcy.

County Finances.
The annual report of the County
Treasurer and County Commissioners
show· the tinancial standing of the
county to be about H>,000 better than
The temporary inone
year ago.
debtedness which in 1S9? reached over
f~J5,000 has gradually been decreased

and during the past year has been entirely paid up, so that the paying of the
and
county bonds will begin this year,
at least $5000 of these will be

probably

called for payment.
With these bonds paid the county will
own outright a modern set of county
buildings that have cost about $.">0,000
exclusive of the interest on the loan. A
more

ed

detailed statement will be

next

publish-

week.
Here and There.

Scratch it out, and try
time.

again—1906 this

President Roosevelt does not approve
of the Oregon scheme for an *800,000
wedding present for Miss Roosevelt, to
he contributed by popular subscription,
The sponlie couldn't be expected to.
well
sors of the scheme may be entirely
but the plan is not in good

meaning,

taste.

CnlveraaHtt Church.
) un day at 10:45 A. U.

Sunday School every

Mr. and Mrs. W. K. DeCoeter of CanMr.
at the Hill last Tuesday.
DeCoeter, who is a carpenter and builder,
over the house of Profess1 :ame to look
>r Ε. A. Daniels, with regard to quite
iztensive repairs and changes which will
>e made in it next season.
Quite a number of the consumers of
ce are getting their supply from the ice
jond of Walter £. Twitchell, on the
Mr. Twitchell has
irook on his farm.
tlready cut nearly a thousaud cakes, and
expects to make a second cutting later
The ice is from 16 to 19
η the winter.
nches thick, and of excellent quality.
There will be a social dance at Acad5th.
emy Hall Friday evening, January
jrood music will be in attendance. Admission to hall, gents 25 cents; ladies
free. Dancing 25 cents per couple.
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
Jan. 1st:
Mrs. Rudolph Kramer.
on were

Sarah K. Chase.
Mr. Wanger 1). Clark.

The regular meeting of the directors
if the Library Association will be held
it Mies F. A. Hammond's next Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Charles L. Case, Esq of New York,
uid Miss Mary Case are at the Hubbard
House for a few days. Mr. Case comes
to Paris Hill at this time to make
arrangements for tho building of a large
It is alnew barn at Long Look Farm.
farmer
ways a pleasure to see a thrifty
reaping the fruit of his toils.
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow left for Boston very early in tho week, where she
will spend a few weeks with relatives
and friends eujoying the advantages of a
well earned vacation. Mrs. Fred Shaw
has charge of the post office during Mrs.
Harlow's absence.
The Mother Goose party billed for
Friday evening at Academy Hall was
postponed on account of the rain to
Saturday evening, when a fair number
of spectators and live of the Mother
Goose family enjoyed a very social even^
ing with gatnes, candy and popcorn.
Mrs. M. C. Snow has closed her home
here and gone to Boston for the winter.
Mrs. John T. Record and daughter of
Bucktield were guests 0f Mrs. Record's
brother, Joseph B. Cole, last week.
Miss Mary Pierce left last week for a
visit to friends in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Tucker of West
Paris were in this village Saturday.

But the car load of coal, which the
authracite miners will present Miss RooseWH1TTEMORE DISTRICT.
velt in appreciation of her father's services in settling the strike, will probably
There was a family reunion at the
be accepted with please. And it will be home of Mr. aud Mrs. George 0. Chase,
Christmas, the whole family being presvery useful in the family.
ent—14 in all. The oldest of the party
was Mrs. E. Ann Chase, SO years old.
These are < he <lays when the year's accounts
lHte· your· «bow a eurplu· Four generations were present, and a
are belnir balanced.
or a deficit?—Kennebec Journal.
good time was enjoyed by all.
didn't it ever occur to you that

Say,

that was rather an impertinent question?
Or at least one calculated to hurt the
feelings of some of your readers?

FORMES

DISTRICT.

Perley Ripley is going back into the
woods after a long time of sickness

by being

cut.
Allen is gaining slowly.
Quin
an
apA Frenchman has perfected
Joe Ellingwood has bought a horse to
the
paratus, so it is said, that transmits
mate one that he bought last winter.
a
man's
handwriting,
peculiarities of
A. Ë. Dean has swapped horses several
"enabling him tu sign checks 100 miles times this winter.
men didn't have checks
if
As
away."
enough to sign right at home!
Ureenwood.

oejj

William W. A*tor is tobuild%
aoartment bouse in New York near
Central Park. No apartment in it w
It will
rent for less than *1000 a year.
be twelve stories high and accommodate
600 ueople—«00 adulte, of course, it
isn't to be expected that children will be
allowed in a house of that grade.

President Eliot says that his city,
Cambridge, does not contain aι rich man.
Which suggests that rich, like many

other

adjectives,

is

a

relative

term.

Colombia is the latest country to
abandon silver and
standard. Doesn't it seem diftuult to
that le,s than ten y«*ra ago
the Democratic party in thmcoiintry w
shouting for silver, and the Repuolcan
Dartv was almost—not quite- afraid to
word "gold" go into its platform.

Sieve

esUbllshjjt^®

l^the

caused

Those who attended the Christmas
festival at the City reported both the
house and tree well tilled and a pleasant
time generally.
Monday and the following evening
they had a similar gathering at Daniel
Cole's, only on a smaller scale, since,
with a few exceptions, none but family
relativea were invited. About forty-tive
took dinner there, and the babies were
so plentiful that bad President Roosevelt
beeu present we hardly think he would
have accused the neighborhood of committing race suicide. Long before evening the two Christmas trees began to
bear fruit, and by six o'clock they, together with a line stretched across the
hall, and two tables, were tilled to their
utmost capacity. The evening entertainment consisted of declamations, mostly
by the little folks, and distributing the
presents. Mrs. Lydia E. Whitman was
managing director aud seemed to know
her business, as did also Floyd Morgan,
who acted as Santa Claus. Many of the
presents were of considerable value, the
whole being estimated at $75. Mr. and
Mrs Cole had each a live dollar gold
piece presented to them, and it was
hinted that perhaps the fact that it was
the 10th anniversary of their marriage
had something to do with the presents.
A collation was then in order, after
which the whole entertainment was declared a grand success, and all retired to
their own homes.
The ice harvest is now on. the blocks
being about 1·'] inches thick, but not so
good quality as last year.
And now the report comes that Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Dunham of West
Bethel, have become the happy parents
of a fine boy baby; and moreover that
both parents are doing well. It was just
10U years ago—1805—that Maoses Dunham came from Carver, Mass*., and settled in Hartford; and the way his male
descendants, bearing his name, have
come along is somewhat singular. Grandfather at that time bad two sons, and
to-day there are two grandsons, two greatgrandsons, aud two great-great-grandsons.
One hundred years hence and
what then?
Mrs. Chas. B. Brooks is now slightly
convalescing, contrary to the expectation
of her friends on account of her advanced
age, being 67.
No more correspondence until next

District Attorney Moran. true to his
ante-election promise, is enforcing the
law to the letter in Boston, and as one
consequence four of the leading hotels
city are having » truly awful
time because, in the opinion of Mr.
Moran, they have forfeited their liquor
licenses by a violation of the screen aw
Nothiug that has happened in the Hub
in many moons has created so much stir
in that centre of the intellectual life. At
that
tiret thought the atîair may
the difficulty of enforcing all the pr<>
visions of a well-ordered license law is
somewhat akin to that found in enforcing a straight prohibitory law But here
come in the Boston papers which assure
us that the liquor law of Massachusetts
is a great over-bulky mass loaded down
with utterly absurd restrictions and
qualifications of the right to sell liquor
and that alt these absurdities were foisted
upon the people, not by those wbo fav.»r
law, but by the
a reasonable licence
prohibitionists, mostly from the country
U>wns, who, because they could not
have prohibition for the state, have been
bound to get as near it as possible, am
so have forced upon the cities a law
which, taken as a whole, is distasteful.
If correctly stated, the argument is a
compliment to the prohibition advocates,
as it shows that they, and not the
advocates, are the ones who have added
to the law those provisions which tend year.
to lessen in some degree the evils of the
The winter term of school on Patch
liquor traffic.
Mountain closed Friday, Dec. 22d. Four
A5 il U Done In New York
pupils were not absent one-half day:
The papers now contain columns re- Marion L. Elwell, Madeline A. Peabody,
garding the contest for speaker m the Roy X. Morgan, and Raymond B. Swan.
New York assembly, and it is said tha Their names are placed upon the Roll of
The Honor.
it will be a tight to the death.
Christmas exercises with a tree were
names which are principally concerned
in the fight are those of hx-Governor held at the church at Greenwood City on
Odell and Governor Higgins, with more Saturday evening. The Patch Mt. and
Mr. Sylvester Cole
or less speculation as to Roosevelt β part City schools united.
in it
The names of the two candidates was Santa Claus and made much merrifor the speakership also figure »n the ment. The decorations by Mrs. William
The presents
news, of course, but only incidentally, Emmons were very pretty.
while if the members of the assembly were many and it was a happy occasion
have anything to do with it the fact is to all.
not made apparent in the dispatches.
The scrimmage emphasizes the fact
Hebron.
that politics in general in New Y or*
There was a Christmas tree and an
on
the
basis
of
the
all
is
in
state,
parties,
entertainment in the church Saturday
"boss." The people assemble in cauevening.
cuses and conventions and at elections
On Monday at Grange Hall a chicken
anil cast their ballots, but every political
pie dinner was served and an entertainmove, whatever it may be, is planned ment in the afternoon with a Christmas
and managed by its promoters, not with tree.
regard to the people, but with reference
Prof. Brainard came to Dr. Crane's
tothe bosses. That is a pretty broad
Saturday for a short vacatiou.
statement, but it can be easily verified,
Prof. J. F: Moody, J. F. Moody, Jr.,
not alone by reading the newspapers,
and Prof. Ira M. Bearce are at Mr.
but by a very little personal observation
Moody's for the vacation.
ot politics in that state.
Henry Bearce is with his mother for
We hear more or less talk about the week and Miss Alice Bearce is also
"rings" and "bosses" and political at home.
"trusts" In Maine, but we don t begin
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant weut to Auburn
to comprehend the first principles of
on a visit Tuesday.
the
Maine
New York politics. Here in
Mrs. Wallon and Miss Louise Wallon
people figure quite largely in the game of Winthrop, Mass., are on λ visit to
and it is to be hoped that they will hold Mrs. S. P. Cuehman.
on to the power which they possess, and
Are we having another edition of
never surrender àny part of it.
Indian summer? To-day is a great contrast to last Thursday with its snowThe grand jury of the supreme court
storm. It is now 100 degrees in the
for Somerset county, which reported
sun and the snow is melting like spring.
early last week, found an indictment
against Otis H. Reed of Wilton for arson
Denmark.
in connection with the burning of the
Mr. Elmer Berry received a bad wound
Blaisdell House at New Portland last
June. Reed was indicted at the Sep- by falling from a load of logs and striktember term as an accessory with Mrs. ing on a peavy, which was on the logs.
Capota M. Hoyt on the charge of at- Dr. Shaw took nine stitches in the cut.
A horse belonging to Mr. James Cole
tempting to defrand insurance companies but as Mrs. Hoyt was acquitted of Cornish, who is teaching a dancing
at that term the former indictment school in this place, got out of the stacould not be maintained against Reed ble of Mr. Augustine Ingalls Tuesday
and was nol prossed. Immediately up- night, and nothing has been heard from
A large bay horse, we.ight about
on the report Reed was arraigned on the him.
A 1200 pounds. He was last seen going in
new indictment and pleaded guilty.
signed by 264 residents of New the direction of Brownfiold.
Mrs. Anna Purington has gone to the
rtland asking for clemency, was read.
Justice Strout ordered the indictment hospital in Portland for an operation.
Mr. Dan Ward was badly hurt by bebe placed on fils for two years at the end
of which time if the respondent has not ing kicked by a horse Wednesday.
Mr. Horaoe Orcntt's family have reviolated the law a nol proa shall be
oo?seed from the measles.
«•tared.

S "at

safest

Rition

Llla Cole.
3. Recitation, Chrli-tmas music,
6. ClaM Exercise,
The Message of the Christmas Bells.
Nine children
Alice Banlen.
7. Solo, At Christmas Time

8.
9.
10.
II.
.2.
13.
14.
15.
16.

| are guests

E. Morrill.

of Mra.

Emery's brother,

l·

Harold Hall of New York and sister mM evening won much pr»!·*, »
Shirley of Hingham,. Mass., hare been promising fntnre
Chorus by Children. recent
guests of their mother, Mrs.
Gertrude Curtis.
Recitation
Mary Hall.
The Shepherds' Story,
bo"d"· *Kh
Chas. Buck of Traverse City, Mich., beeD speodlog
Three boys In Shepherds' costume and class
Christmas Prayer.
is in town. His wife preceded him some
Helen Dexter and three Uttle girls.
days.
Recitation, No Room at the Inn,
Elinor Tuell.
Morrill Λ Cole are selling "dear"
Recitation, Shine, Stars, To-night,
meat, (very dear) to those who shot the
Martha Porter.
Arthur Flavin.
Seven Girls.
Harold Porter.

A Song of the Star
Christina» Star Drill
Recitation
Our Stockings

Ladies11

I

For In hie winter he's

mont

near,

And plainest teen upon the shorte-t (lavs."
Chester H. Lane, Jr., has been on the
sick list for a few days.
"In summer time the cackling 'biddies' lay
Mrs. Geo. W. Ridlon and daughter
Au egg each morning when they wake from
sleep;
Bertha were at Caleb Fuller's during the
And It 1» common then (or folks to say
Christmas vacation. Mr. Kidlon has
That 'egg* are cheap.'
been in town also. Mrs. Ridlon is at
"In winter when the hens have all ttruck work
Portland where the daughter is again
-\nd for an egg the boarder vainly begs,
'Tlx common then for people to remark
attending school.
"
That
'eggs are eggs
Id spite of the somewhat inclement
weather Dunham's Elall was well filled
A happy New Year to the editors, corlast Friday evening to see the drama respondents and readers of the Demo"Valley Farm." The play was well crat.
Such delightful December weather as
staged and went very smoothly from
beginning to end, all the characters we have had for two weeks is quite rare
their
The
to
well
parts.
in
Maine.
adapted
being
several acts were heartily applauded by
The ice crop is being harvested from
the audience, many of whom congratu- Pleasant River.
lated the actors on their successful
A. J. Haskell was in Boston laet week
presentation of the play. The proceeds on business.
were $43.30.
The programme of specialChristmas passed quietly and almost
ties between acts was as follows:
unnoticed in this village.
Hies Lane, Mrs. Wardwell.
1. i'lano duet
Mrs. Sadie Vashaw visited her sister
X violin anil |.iino. Dorothy Vernon,
in Oorham, Ν. H., last week.
Mise Brown, Mies Lane.
«k
There is a corn famine in this village
3. Song, Just Am.-·, the Bridge of Gold,
Mrs. Farnura. and not a bushel of meal can be bought
4. Comedy song, Polly Prim, In costume
in the place.
with cake walk.
Mrs. Harry N. Mills went to MassaMise M ad η and Master Ivan Tuell.
3. Duet, zither ami piano, medley, selected,
chusetts Sunday to attend the funeral of
Uadge Tuell and Miss Brown. a sister-in-law.
6. Song, When the Harvest Moon Is Shining,
Elbert R. Briggs wont to Albany last
Miss Alice Barden.
Violin and plauo. week to
7. Duet, medley march
spend the winter with his sieter,
All the numbers received generous Mrs. Etta Cummiugs.
G. B. Lowell has been very ill for a
applause from the audience and Madge
and Ivan Tuell were recalled and re- number of weeks, and may not be living
when
this item appears in print.
the
chorus
of
their
peated
song.
The Democrat enters upon its seventyThe last of the week a man was in
town looking over the grain mill belong- third year of publication with this issue,
ing to Mrs. Locke and family with a and some of its correspondents are of
view to purchasing the property. An- nearly the same age.
other party also has the matter under
consideration.
Oxford.
Dr. C. L. Buck of South Paris will be
The usual Christmas exeroises were
here to do dental work Wednesday of
held at the churches, Saturday evening
this week.
a Christmas tree at the Congregationalist and Monday evening at the MethodNorth Paris.
ist church.
Mr. A. R. Tuell and wife visited their
T. A. Roberts Tost and Corps will indaughter in Newry at Christmas.
stall their officers Saturday afternoon,
Will Tuell is at home and has been on
Jan. 0th.
the sick list for a few days, but better
The installation of officers of Oxford
now.
will take place Saturday evening.
Mrs. Abbott was called to Bethol Grange
The schools are again in session after
again last Tuesday.
a week's vacation.
Leroy Abbott has returned to his
Mrs. Dawes has gone to Auburn to
school at iiebron.
the winter with her son, Walter
Horace Starbird has got home from a spend
Dawes.
job in Milton.
Everett Staples of Welch ville has gone
The very best of clear blue ice is now
to Bethel where he will carry on an ungoing into the ice houses.
dertaker's business.
Mr and Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher attended
Christmas has come and gone and had
the East Oxford Local Union of Y. P.
its usual family gatherings and happy
S. C. E. at South Paris.
greetings. It reminds us that time nies
Mra.
Mr. John Pattee is quite ill.
and another new year is almost here.
Pattee is about to have a surgical operaGreen G. Dow, a former neighbor, has
tion performed by Dr. Williams of
been visiting bis brother, Β. K. Dow. He
Auburn.
is now a resident of Durham.
Chas. Robinson, who bas been ill with
A
D. Littlehale and family spent
is improving.
Christmas Day with bis daughter, Mrs. pneumonia,
Howard Swan.
East Hebron.
Mr. Alt η L. Curtis, wife and son,
visited Wm. E. Curtis on the 25th, also
Coughs and colds are the general comΕ. E. Field and family.
plaint of late.
Mr. Verrill of Minot and his wife have
Asaph Churchill is visiting bis eon,
moved to his father's, B. Phillips', for
Clayton A. Churchill.
is
to
an
all
have
West Paris Grange
the winter.
B. Phillips is still canvassing in Frank·
day meeting on January 13th, and install its officers for the following year lin County for the Maine Farmer.
The installing officer will be G. W. Q.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins of Waterville
Perham. Franklin Grange is invited to passed Christmas with her parents, Mr.
make us a visit on that day. Hope as and Mrs. L. R. Hodsdon.
Belle DeCosta and her sister Hazel are
many will come as can, as a good time is
now at home assisting their father and
expected.
brothers in the house work.
Bryant's Pond.
H. A. Record and nephew are getting
Emerson Billings of this town died along finely with their house work.
Thursday morning at the hospital in Herbert's sister comes one day each
Lewiston, where he had gone to under- week to do the most of the pastry cookgo a surgical operation as a last hope for ing, but they make fine bread without
recovery from a critical illness. He did help from any one.
Mr.
not recover from the operation.
The Lewiston teams are waiting for
Billings was a highly respected citizen more snow to haul the remainder of the
of the town and will be much missed. wood cut last spring on Albert Merrill's
He leaves a wife and two sons. He was land.
β6 years of age. The remains were
Farmers are hauling their fire wood
brought horns and ths faosral was held (or the year. Other· are having the
—
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Saturday.
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ox.

wood out.
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3 Mi'» Com Farwell. Colby, have been
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Bethel New. interment.
je«, l. to »e«
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. M are to η and brother,
Bverett, went to Brunswick to spend

paat
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hie denarture, and he will carry

new

Gladys Young.
Choir.
long—O, Charming Belli,
were Mrs.
choir
Those who sang In the
Sdith Abbott, Mrs. Florence Abbott,
Liuella Farrar, Geo. West, A. G. Farrar
tod B. G. Hammond. Mrs. H. S. Robertion, organist. Every one epoke in high
erras of the singing and playing of
ittle Clara Hammond.
Rev. and Mrs. Taylor were presented
with a quilt by the Baptist society. Much
sredit is due the committee, Mrs. Rosetta
tiyerson, Mrs. Geo. West, Mrs. D. D.
Small and Mrs. Minnie Newell, for the
mccees of the affair.
The community is eaddened by the
ieath of Mrs. Wallace Chandler at tbe
Central Maine General Hospital, LewisThe deceased was held in high
ίοη.
38teem by all who knew her. The regains were brought here Saturday for
tecitation

Gehring
1
[reception

honor of'the college young

Seven Girl·.

Itar Drill

llri

Q

Thursday

Christmas. Dr. Marston and Everëtt returned, while Mrs. Mareton has gone to
Brewer to spend a week with her parjnts.
Mr. Horace Barrows has recently had
ι tumor removed from his ear by Dr. J.

D. Caldwell.
Η. Β. T. Chandler, a student at Bowjoin College, is spending his vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A.

home the good wlahe. of the c.ti- Chandler.

MSr.0«nd Μη! Uobriog

are to «ail
Celtic for a trip to Egypt, J*"· e-

on

All of our Suits, and Ladies' and
at
| children's {Coats are marked
] just ONE-HALF the regular price.
Here is your chance to save a few dollars
ind get a good style coat. We.can show you
]
i Ladies' coats from $2.60 to $7.50.
Children's coats from $1.75 up.

in length, oval shaped and marked
with three principal nerves. They taste J
very'much like cloves. Cinnamon flowon the
ers are of a beautiful silky gray
and a light yellow on the in-

outside
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Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Erastus
Hayee were Mr. and Mrs. J. R Austin
Kindergarten Class, of Kidlonville, Mrs. Austin
being a
Sing and hang up stockings
17. Santa Clans arrives,
daughter of Mr. and Mra. Hayes. A
Ε.
E.
Tuell,
Impersonated by
granddaughter, Miss Keen, was also
..song of Santa''laue sung by W. F. Dunham.
along.
18. Welcome Song to Santa,
Christmas was observed at the Baptist
Chorus with Flags.
Itf. Speech to Santa Claus,
church by the distribution of gifts from
Or tee Brock and Wright Flavin.
and a children's
Chorus. a tree Saturday evening
20. A Song of Uethlehem,
concert Sunday evening.
21. Santa distributes gift» and departs.
class
of
tiood night song by
girls.
At the Methodist vestry on Monday
The programme was promptly carried evening there were recitations by the
lees
than
an
out and occupied
hour, children and an original Christmas poem
after which the gifts from the well laden by John which was highly appreciated.
tree were distributed, the names being A well laden tree was the chief point of
called by Merton Hammond and Ells- attraction for the little folks. The
The children had a hap- services were conducted very pleasantly
worth Curtis
py evening and hope for as pleasant an by Rev. Mr. Pottle, assisted by his wife.
occasion another year. Over 80 candy Mr. Pottle congratulated himself on thie
bags were given to the children by the first full house he had had the pleasure
Sunday Schools. It is worthy of men- of witnessing in Buckfield.
Club met
The Buckfield Literary
tion that the poem, "No Room at the |
Inn," recited by Elinor Tuell, was recent- Tuesday with Mrs. Belle Nulty. The
Nezinscot History Club met the same
ly a prize Christmas poem in the
Home Journal, the author being Rev. D. day, where, we are unadvised.
A. D. Park has recently visited town.
M. Hodge, D. D., of Tufts College, who
was here at "The Pines" last summer
Perley Adkins of South Paris was in
C. Bolles. The whole town Thursday.
with Prof. E.
A. W. Horton and wife of Norway
programme was most creditably done by
the two class exercises, were in town Thursday.
but
the children
Daniel Fletcher and wife of Peru have
"The Shepherds' Story," in charge of
Mrs. 0. R. Tuell, and the "Star Drill," recently visited his sister, Mrs. Elizabeth
conducted by Mrs. Η. H. Wardweil, Waldron.
The three boys,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Clark of West Summerit particular praise.
Earle Adams, Clarence Hammond and ner visited relatives in town on WednesRobert Churchill, were dressed in gray day.
A man recently came about fifteen
costume with plaid sash and red cap,
and carried a shepherd's crook. They re- miles to have Walter Turner shoe his
cited appropriate verses and the class on horse. Turner has a device that holds
the stage all repeated the 23d Psalm, and them so fast and easy that they can't
The Star spin a thread at thrashing around.
had Scripture quotations.
Drill was doue by seven girls, Madge
Esther
Nelson,
Tuell, Alice Harden,
Misses Cleora DeCoeta and Flora SawLilla Young, nazel and Clara Bacon, all
yer,
attending the Buckfield High
in
white
and
dressed
carrying
being
are boarding during the school
wands tipped with a silver star. They School,
at the Methodist parsonage.
executed their march and drill in a fine days
Two new machines have recently been
manner, all reciting Scripture and singordered from Germany by Mr. Charles
ing a Christmas star song.
Withington for the brush factory.
Among the valuable presents was a fur Busiuess
is booming at thie plant.
Rev.
coat given to Ellsworth Curtis.
The two block factories of this village
and Mrs. D. F. Nelson also received a
are working up to their full capacity on
purse of money. Last, but not least, orders and cannot
keep up with the
when the gifts were about two-thirds
demand for their goods.
distributed, Chester H. Lane, Jr., apRev. A. W. Pottle and wife spent
peared upon the stage with a wooden
with Mr. Fred Warren and
watch about the size for a jeweler's Tuesday
wife at East Buckfield. Mr. Warren
street sign. This had been most inof the Auburn
has been in the
genously made by W. H. Adams. In an creamery for eightemploy
years.
this
was
speech
presented
appropriate
Thursday Mrs. A. W. Pottle was
to Rev. Mr. Nelson as a gift from his
called to Bowdoinham, returning Satfriends with the hope it would replace
She went by the way
the one stolen from him last summer by urday morning.
of the Turner trolley line.
the tramps who entered his house. On
STREAKED MOUNTAIN.
opening this wooden case it was discovered that a tine gold watch was susThere was· a very pleasant gathering
of
the
back
and
lid,
pended at the center
at Ellis Whitman's on Christmas eve. A
in a circle about it were fastened twelve bountiful treat was served
consisting of
one dollar bills for twelve hours of the
cake, nuts, popcorn balls and candy,
watch
was
a
The
complete surprise after which a heavily laden tree was deday.
He wishes to express
to Mr. Nelson.
nuded of all kinde of fruit which a
through this paper his deep appreciation Christmas free is supposed to bear, some
of the kindness and generosity which
costly, some cheap, but all giving pleasprompted the gift.
Joel Foster and
ure to the recipients.
Dr. F. E. Wheeler read a paper on hip
Whitman entertained the comHenry
joint disease last Friday at the Oxford pany with several old-fashioned rollicking
Medical Association held at Mechauic
songs. Mr. Foster is 84 years old, but
Falls. Discussion on the paper by Dr.
hale, hearty and smart. May he live to
Williamson of Portland.
with us many more Christmas
meet
Miss Lola A. Lane is assistant teacher eves.
afternoons for Miss Dudley at the private
Charles Maxim and Adelbert Jordan
school.
have been hauling their apples to Hebron
Rev. C. A. Koch of Bryant Pond station.
preaches the last Sunday in December
Miss Geraldine Whitman has finished
and the first Sunday in January at the
for her farm which she purchased
paying
Baptist church.
two years ago.
She intends to repair
tue
Jan.
Thursday afternoon,
4,
the house in the spring.
W. C. T. U. will have a mothers' meetW. E. Waldron and wife were visiting
ing to which alt mothers are invited.
friends in this vicinity Sunday.
A goodly number of Mies Ruth
To-day, Dec. 28, is as pleasant and
Tucker's South Paris friends took a warm as
September. Men are working
at
and
arrived
ride
last
Thursday
sleigh
in their shirt-sleeves and fires are only
her home here at β:30 o'clock, making ueeded for
cooking purposes.
lively music with bolls and horns. An
News items ere hard to find.
oyster supper, with ice cream, cake and
fruit was served. All had a very enWest Bethel.
joyable evening and many regrets were
"Thank God who seasons thus the year,
expressed when the big sleigh came at
Λη<1 sometimes kindly slants his raye;
late hour to take them home.
a

ber

P~P^tby

Gatkcrcd «ad Prepared Fer Die,
The cinnamon tree grows to a height
la
of from twenty to thirty feet and
sometimes eighteen inches in thickness.
The leaves ure from fonr to six inches

ΙΙολτ the Baric la

side. The fruit is a small acorn shaped
brown. «
drupe, and wlien ripe it Is quite
<
It is, however, the bark of the cinnaBala Newell."
The
tecitation,
mou tree that makes it valuable.
)uet,
from the island of Ceylon,
fr*. Edith Abbott and Mr*. H. 8. Bobertaon. finest comes
Gladys Back where they have two seasons of cinnatecitation
Four
Boy·.
Malogue,
Clara Hammond. mon harvest. The first seasoD begins
olo
Karl Hollle.
tecitation
in April und the last in November. The
Beetle Haselton.
tecitation,
I branches of three to five years' growth
.Choir.
Bell·
the
Glad
Ringing
ong—Hear
Llewellyn Back. ure cut down, und the epidermis Is
tecitation
Bertna Swift. |
tecitation
Eula Newell
curefully scraped away. Then the
olo
Back.
Clifford
tecitation
lengthwise with a
Lola HollU. bark is ripped up
tecitation
Clara Hammond
knife and gradually loosened until it
tecitation,
Choir.
long—Bejolce, Te Hosts of Zlon,
be easily removed.
Eva Buck. may
tecitation
1
Frank West.
The slices of burk are then placed In
tecitation,
Henry W· »t.1 the sun to
I tecitation
and as they dry they

N.

I

First Mark-down

THE CINNAMON TREE.

th«

I to

large number from this place went
Buckfleld Thu.-sday, to attend the

A

dry,

curl up into quills. The next thing is
to examine and urrange the cinnamon
according to its quality. The persons
whose work it is to exumine the cinnamon are obliged for this purpose to
taste and chew It, although in α short
time it produces α very painful effect

THE FURS

one-fourth off from the regular

are

prices.

We have quite a number of good values,
I short or long, round or flat, price from 94c. up

their mouths and tongues.
As the ciuuamon quills are exumined
the smaller oues are inserted iuto the
larger, and (he whole Is then tied up in
bundles weighing ubout eighty-eight

on

pounds

each.
In Ceylon the oil of cinnamon is usually prepared by grinding the coarsest
pieces of bark, soaking this powder
In sea water for two or three days and
then distilling. Two oils puss over, one
the other heavier than water.

lighter

HAPPINESS.
The

Ambition

of

Where It

the
Led

Seeker

and

HI··.

In the sunrise of life a youth said: "I
will attain greatness. I will mount to
the high places, above the groveling
throng, and wealth, power and happi-

!|

shall be added unto me."
In the Hush of the morning he strove
he
for all those things. At high noon
had acquired wealth, and in the afterhim. It
noon power and fame came to
with
was as he had said, save that he,
of men. found not
all the

able for office

êssa
°b"

vn'Aj

gone to

Washing-

at her home here.
Mr. Elmer Trask has gone away to
work. Mrs. Trask and two children are
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

holiday vacation
staying

J. H. Swan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Kimball of
South Paris visited relatives here last
North Albany.
I week, also their brother, G. M. Kimball,
Mi», one Emery Is Yleltiog her pereote of
Hanover, who is quite sick.

writing it is ΓβΙη1η^________

bim there and wondered rnueh. "lie Is
one of the mighty of earth." they said.
"He has lands and tenements and goods.
Ile has friends and servitors and fawning sycophants about him. Though we
seek in vain, he must have found bap-

'°Mr Tralriiptoo
Jèmiïï le »nt„* to™'

U^treomt;1o7r,o.loo.onCli;l.J
Day
I
with trees in the
Ed Good killed two

mas

eyenmg·
for
pigs

^ΗοηΛ hauling pioe

F. H.

Mr.J
»κΛ3-Χ·&..Κί
'''wish

Year.

all the readers A

for

Happy

Newl

Newry.

Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Allen have returned
from their trip to Bangor, where they
attended the annual seflsion of the Maine
State Grange, afterwards visiting Orono,
Millinocket and Lewiston, reporting a
Mr. and Mrs.
roost delightful time.
Alonzo Brown of Stoneham were left in
charge during their absence and will
continue in their employ through the
winter, Mrs. Brown assisting in the
house in oooking for a crew who are
working in the woods.
Harlan Bartlett has closed hie job for
Mr. Allen and hired with Chesley Saunders of Ilanover, where he will move
his family, who have been living at Mr.
Bailey's since the death of their little
eon, some two months ago.
Married, Thursday, Dec. 21 te, Robert
Bean of Sunday River and Miss Beatrice
Rawson of South Paris.
Died, in Portland, Mr·. Matilda, wife
of William Warren of North Newry.
The deceased had been very ill through
the summer and fall, with gall stones,
and was taken, as a last resort, to the
Maine General Hospital at Portland,
where an operation was performed from
which she did not rally, and died, Monday evening, Dec. 25. Mrs. Warren was
an estimable lady, beloved by all and her
bereaved huHband, motherless children
and aged father bave the sincere sympathy of all. Funeral services will be
holden at the beautiful new church at
North Newry, to-day, Thursday, at one

o'clock,

p. m.

Mrs. Dennis

Kilgore,

who has been a

great sufferer from nervous disease for
imseveral weeks, though somewhat
proved is not yet able to sit up but a few
moments at a time.

After a brief illness of a few hours

this beautiful, gifted spirit passed

on

into tbe Heavenly home. This sudden
death casta gloom not only over the
home, where from childhood she had
enjoyed man? happy days and years,
but also upon the whole community
where she was greatly loved and universally respected. Of a gentle loving
nature she made frlende wherever she
went. In school, where as teacher for
twenty-one terms, she led the children
along tbe pathway of knowledge, her
pupils loved her and her wish became
Her sonl was in cloee
a law to them.
touch with the divine harmonies of the
universe, and with brush in band she
would reveal that touch by a painting
of flowers or landscape. She made
home beautiful with these expressions
of the tender, beautiful life of her soul.
In music also she was in touch with

divine and holy influences, and revealed
that touch with a skillful hand which
helped to lead others to high and holy
thoughts. Her life was like a beautiful
light to all './ho knew her.
The funeral service was at the home
Dec. 23th, attended by Rev. J. H. Little
of South Paris. The house was filled
with sorrowing and sympathizing friends
from the immediate and all the surrounding neighborhood. The grange,
of which she was a member, was present
with a beautiful floral offering. Friends
from West Sumner came in a body
bringing floral tributes which testified
to the esteem in which she was held
tbe
among many friends there. In
home circle, father, mother, brother and
To all, this problem of
a sister remain.
"why was she taken" is among those
mysteries of life which no one here can
We can only say through
answer now.
firm faith in the Heavenly Father's love
and care, "Thy will be done."
It is

worth noting that Holman F.

Day's story, Squire Pbin, ranks fourth
in tbe list of most popular Action at the
Boston public library,
leading The
Gambler, The Man of the Hour and
many other popnlar works of the year.

grave, lie drew his mantle about him
mi l descended Into It, while the passing throng swirled by.
At last, and without bis knowledge,
ho had found that happiness wnlcb he
long had s >ug!it.—New York American.

Sebago.

The Brownfield L. T.

L.

holds its
regular meetings Friday afternoons.
Oscar Poor, while working in Hill's
mill, received an injury from a stave
which hit him in the thigh.
Ice is being harvested from Bradbury
Pond.
Francis Poor has removed into his new
home. Mrs. Day has gone into the
house which Mr. Poor vacated.

The cutter· employed by tbe National

Shoemakers

of Auburn are out on a
strike. The manufacturers decline to
negotiate with tbe union, through which
a request for an increase of wages was
presented. The men declare they shall
stand firm.

of every kind.

Farmer's,

Maine

Old Farmer's,

and Leavitt's,

ioc.

each.

We wish to thank our many customers for their genit and shall,
patronage of the past. We appreciate
serve
so
to
endeavor
you that it
the

erous

coming year,
shall be for your interest

during

ί

patronage.
Wishing you all
we remain,

!

New Year,

Yours

Stores,]^™} Maine.

2
F.

Happy and Prosperous
Respectfully,

with your
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to continue to favor us

A.

1

F.
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Why Buy HcCIure's?

SECOND—QUALITY.
Even anithe best
best short story writers, the best writers on timely articles,
has been writers—the
or Baker's Railroad
Reminiscences
Schurz's
as
such
which the writers of important serials,
friends of articles.
TIIIRD—TIMELINESS. The reading matter in McClure's is not only good;
danger.
ia also about the
The hairs on these patches are long, it is not only entertaining, amusing, instructive and inspiring—it
subwhite and ordinarily point downward. subjects in which you and all Americans are most interested at the time. No
of
the
as
is
a
hair
of
the
the
roots
so
to
be
question
gland
are
important
Among
going
jects in the next twelve months
Both of these queswhich secretes a strong musk. Underrailroad rates and rebates and the question of life insurance.
neath the skin at tbis point is a broad
way.
tions will be discussed by authorities in an impartial, careful, interesting
sheet of muscles which have the power
McClure's Magazine is not edited for chilCHARACTER.
FOURTH—ITS
to raise these hairs so that they stand
but at the same time, there is never a line in it that any young girl might
out at all angles like the petals of a dren,
are as clean as its editorial pages.
huge white chrysanthemum. When an not read. Its advertising pages
which have noses to smell.
mals whose sense of smell
lost can read the message
antelope gives to warn bis

sees danger this muscle acts
and the patch dashes out like snow. In
the middle of each is a dark brown
spot, the musk gland, which frees a
great quantity of the musk which can
be detected down the wind for a long
distance by another antelope. Even
man can distinguish this danger signal

antelope

for some yards.
The antMlope has five different sets
of glands, each giving forth a different
kind of musk for use in its daily life as
a means of getting or giving intelligence. The two in the middle of each
rump patch has been explained, but
the purposes of the others have not yet
been fully accounted for.
Evolution of

a

McClure's Magazine

Send 11.00 to-day for one year's
in your home is intended to work only for good.
November and December free
book-store.
at
or leave an order
your

subscription,
with new subscriptions

had, however, been designed or perpeThe fellow guest actually was
a Captain Crawley and held a commis-

for lOOd.

NEW YORK.
S. S. McCLURE COMPANY, 47 East 23d Street,

business of securing subscribers
You can earn a good income by taking up the
man or woman
for McClure's. It is clean and self-respecting—a publication any
each §1.00 subscription, in addiwould like to represent. The pay is 25 cents for
for full particulars.
tion to big cash prizes for the best work. Write to-day

If you

are

not

supplied by

now

with

a

winter

Overcoat or Suit, you can find just what you want
Men's Suits in stripes and plaid
at this store.
The Johnson Suits in
and $12.
mixtures for
$io

Worsted and Scotch

patterns $12.

neat gray

$15 and $18.
patterns in light
Our Overcoat stock is full of bargains. The long
loose Coals with or without belts, $10 to $15.
Other

and dark mixtures

styles

up

to

$22.

B.

H.

FOSTER,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Cold Weather is Here
AND SO

trated.

sion in the Life

Clothing.

Men's

Name.

guards.

ARE^OUR

FURS IN PRICES FROM
44
44
COATS44

Where Ganneta Swarm.

One of the most remarkable sights
in the world is Bird Island, in South
Africa, for the reason that during some
months of the year it is literally covNot a foot of
ered with gannets.
SPOILED HER BEAUTY.
ground Is to be seen anywhere. Day
Harriet Howard of W. 34th St., New after day thousands of gannets strut
York, at one time bad her beauty spoil- around, and they are so close to each
ed with skin trouble. She writes: "I other
Brownfield.
that the whole island seems actuhad Salt Rheum or Eczema for years,
The three churches, Universalist, Bapalive. Those who have seen this
but nothing would cure it, until I used ally
tist and Congregationalist, united and
is one which can nevBucklen's Arnica Salve." A quick and sight say that it
a Christmas concert Sunday even·
sure healer for cuts, burns and sores. er be forgotten.
£ in the Congregational church. Mon- 25c at F. A. Shurtleff's
drug store.
day evening union Christmas trees at
A Joiner.
town ball. The trees were loaded with
in tbe
assistant
Alfred M.
"It seems to me." said Mrs. Oldcas·
Frye,
beantiful and useful presents for the
at Leicester, Mass., whose home tie, "that in these days there is no
Old Santa was more academy
young and old.
is in Prospeot, Maine, was dangerously
hope for the man who lacks Initiative."
than generous to the Brownfield chilburned while acting as Santa Clans at
"I know It," replied her hostess.
dren.
Leicester, by his costume catching fire. "That must be one reason why Joelah
He U 80 years of age and married.
has such wonderful success. He gets
First Congregational chnrch, Rev. Dr.
GREATLY IN DEMAND.
Initiated In something new nearly βτ·
James J. G. Tarr,
Morning
worship at 10:45, with sermon by the
Nothing is more in demand than a ery week."—Chicago Record-Herald.
"Applying the Test" This will mediolne which meets modern requirepastor.
be followed by the communion of the ments for a blood and system çleanser,
Claihlag Inter··ta.
Lord's Supper. Evening worship at 7.Ό0. inch as Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Agent—I'd like to sell you this bottle
Subject of paster's sermon, "Expensive They are just what yon need to cure of mosquito exterminator. Mr. Jack·
Honey." We make the music an Im- itomaoh and liver troubles. Try them. son—No, sir-eel I'm a manufacturer of
portant feature at the evening servloe. At F. A. Shurtleff1· drag s tor·, We.,
aoeqaito MttU*-rittsbar« DIapat*
I roara&Ued.
I Com· and help os ilng.

$1.35

$1.35

to
to

UNDERFLANNELS

$23.00

$50.00
35c.

5c. to 13 i-3c.
OUTING FLANNEL
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

Are You

Going to Have

a

New Gown?

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $1.50, PANAMAS at $ ι 00 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS ftt $1.00 and
trim·
$t.is, MOHAIRS, &c., Ac., in all colois and with

Eve

pastor.

Blank Notes, Sta-

not because it is a
McCLURE'S MAGAZINE is bought and read In home»
HI· Two White I'utckeN That Act u magazine, but because it is the magazine. Why?
than ten cent· a
α ΜΙκηαΙ Code.
FIKST—1THE PRICE. It cost* but one dollar a year, or lees
This
Visitors to the circus aud menagerie number, for over thirteen hundred two-column pages of reading matter.
bave noticed the two wbite patches on amounts in actual bulk to twenty or twenty-five books costing anywhere from ft
antelopes. Tbuse spots are a signal dollar to two dollars a volume.
wbicli can be read by the animals
The reading matter is written by America's leading

A

fever and jaundice, till he took Electric
Bitters, which saved his life." At F. A.
ShurtlefTs drug store; price 50c, guaranteed.

ioc. to $2 each.
A great variety of
kinds and sizes suit-

Receipt Books,

Almanaos *

THE ANTELOPE.

GRIM TRAGEDY
An amuslug account is given of the
A man named
si daily enacted, in thousands of homes, evolution of a name.
Hartford.
The Cloutier & Irish Lumber Co. are as Death claims, in each one, another Halfpenny lived In Dublin at the end of
or
Pneumonia.
of
victim
Consumption
the eighteenth century. Having been
about to start their planing mill at
But when Coughs and Colds are propHartford.
very successful in business, his chilF.
averted.
is
tbe
treated,
tragedy
W. S. Robinson has found some fine erly
his name
writes: dren persuaded him to change
of
G.
Ind.,
Oaklandon,
Huntley,
gems in his mine in Buckfield.
and to a more dignified one, which lie did
tbe
had
wife
consumption,
"My
in
the
Roscoe J. Child is working
In the
three doctors gave her up. Finally sho by dropping the last letter.
News office at Bethel.
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con- course of time the orthography was
took
and
is
Brown
George
shipping
packing
sumption, Coughs and Colds, which also changed, and when the man died
his apples.
cured her, and to-day she is well and he was burled as Mr. Ilalpeu. The
East Sumner.
strong." It kills the germs of all dis- fortunes of the family increased still
The funeral services of Mrs. Martha eases. One dose relieves. Guaranteed further, and the son soon dropped the
F. A. Shurtleff drugThompson occurred at the Baptist at 50c and fl.00 by
"H." The next transition was an equalchurch on Tuesday, the 26th inst. The gist. Trial bottle free.
ly easy one. and he who had run the
deceased was nearly 70 years of age, and
as little Kenny Halfpenny came
streets
in
the
men
Two
paint shop
her life had been filled with usefulness
employed
the descendand kind acts, and her cheerful presence of the Saco and Pettee mills at Bidde- out as Kenneth MacAIpiu.
hundred
kings.—London
will be much
missed. She was the ford are dead as tbe result of drinking ant of a
widow for the past 12 years of Aramiel wood alcohol. They are Alfred Fortin, Queen.
aged 46. who leaves a widow and one
Thompson of Hartford.
The grange gave a supper and enter- child, and Joseph Fectum, aged 35, who
A Story of Thackeray.
tainment at their hall on
There is a story of Thackeray shortly
Thursday leaves a widow and six children.
evening.
after the publication of "Vanity Fair"
SICKENING SHIVERING FITS
Chas. H. Bonney and wife and W. H.
with a friend and receiving an
Eastman attended State Grange at Ban- of Ague and Malaria, can be relieved dining
Introduction to his next neighbor, "Capand cured with Electric Bitters. This
gor.
Allie Irish and Mildred Keene are at- is a pure, tonic medicine; of especial tain Crawley of the Life guards."
benefit in malaria, for it exert· a true Thackeray looked greatly annoyed,
tending Bliss College at Lewiston.
Harold and Ray Keene and Hersey and curative influence on the disease, driv- scarcely opened his Hps to this gentleGeorge Warren of Hartford are attend- ing It entirely out of the system. It is man and afterward told his host In an
ing school at East Sumner and Charlie much to be preferred to Quinine, having aggrieved tone that "he liked a Joke as
Muttart at Hebron.
E. well ns
none of this drug's bad after-effects.
any man, but there was a time
S. Munday, of Henrietta, Tex., writes:
and a place for all things." No Joking
East Brownfield.
"My brother was very low with malarial allusion to a character of his novel
Mr. Bradford Cole had a slight shock
last week but is now somewhat better.
Mrs. Hannah Stickney spent Christmas
with her sister, Mrs. Bachelier, in

use.

tionery and Writing Materials

plntris."

They could not know that his palaces
sheltered blasted hopes, that tares grew
In his gardens, that fie acclaim of the
mob jangled harshly In his ears. They
did not see his yearning, the dead
of Norway Is et BoaIn Memoriam.
diearns within him, the ashes in hie
h»
in North Buckfleld, Dec. 20, at
Died
Ki
the age of 32, Elva L. (Heald) Stetson, heart.
His search had ended at an open
daughter of B. F. and Rosella Ileald.
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and sizes for
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Mr. N. F. Swan has
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ton, D. C., fora few months' visit.
Miss Amy Bartlett is spending the

styles
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NEW
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funeral of Mrs. Elva Stetson.
Mr. H. J. Jewett and Mrs. Minnie
generations
Qllead.
Newell have recently returned from
There had been friendships
A llappy New Yeer to tbo Oxford Brunswick and Pittsfield where they happiness.
and smiles and band clasps und emand
relatives.
friends
have been to visit
braces. but none of these things secured
went to Nortb.»t
for hlni the thing he sought.
East Bethel.
N.B.,
In the evening ho sat by an open
Orman Farwell is hauling cord wood
to Locke's Mills.
grave and pondered. Wayfarers saw

3&««s«s·®

Maine.

Norway,

mings

in all the

Our stock is
«how

new

large

anything

and desirable

and varied and

one

styles.

we are

needs.

always pleased

to

Candy Saturdays with every cash pur\

chase of $1.00

or over.

S. B. &. I a PRINCE,
Norwuir,

BSnlne.
ι

lté ΦτΛαχΑ democrat.

URAND TBU1IX BAILWAT.

SOOTH Ρ ABU

dally ,9:50 A. M.,
Uolng down,east)-5 * A.
p. u., dally.
lally except Sunday ; 4:35
S Λ p.
Uoln* uu (we»»)—»:50 A.M.. daUv;
daily.
laTly except Sunday ; 8:47 r.
SUCTH PABI8 ΡΟβΤ OFF1C*.
A. M. to 7 JO P. M.

omceHour»: 7 JO

cromn.
Ktret Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
p^tor. Preaching services, 10 45 a. m. and
■·; Sunday School 13 M.; Y. P. 3. C. E.
H.,10 r. M.; Church prayer meeting on Tuesday
..venta* at 7:» o'clock. AU. not otherwise con
ire cordially Invited.
η,·, u.·
Methodist Church. Key H. A. Clifford. Pa»tor.
,tu>unday. morning prayer meeting 9:30 A. H. ;
Sab&ath School
service 10 fa a.
M
Kpworth League Meeting β 15 p.
00
p. a. ; prayer meet7
meeting
tvenlnK prayer
clae· meeting. Friday
•n* Tuesday evening;
_.·>

".ÛV

Dwi-hlng
t>

e*BapOst

Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Church.
Oa Sunday, preaching service 10.44 a
C. Κ .. β.* Ρ.
h School
M; Υ. Ρ
Prayer meettng 7 P. Μ.; Tuesday evening
All are
Seat» free.
service at 7 30.

l'a-tôr

Rabbet

m
μ

V

il

"rayer

1'nlvereallst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. M.
Evening service,
Sunday School at 12 M.
P.

M.

The Ice

a
REPORT

*

STATU» ΜΚΕΤΙΪΙΟβ.
Rceular
v A A. M.-ParU Lodge. So. 94.
or before fullinoon.
-nceilni Tuesday evening on
meetί ο. o. f .-Mount Mica Lodge, regular
in ·» Thursday evening of eacn week.—Aurora
third
and
evening»
Monday
hn. imi-ment, tiret
of i'sch month.
ι»
,♦ κ
Mount Pleasan' Rebekah L<xl*«,No.
of each
30 neel- second and fourth Fridays
rtn In Odd fellows' HaU.
meets
ν κ -W. K. Kimball Post, So. 148.
of each
,lr-t and thirl Saturday evenings
K. Hall.
in iuiq Ιο Ιί. A.
meets lire:
Wo, K. Kimball Relief Corps
each month. In
aud third Saturday evenings of
«<·'! f < "rps Hall.
1 to Oct. 1,
Ρ of H.—Paris Grange, from May
the
mete Ur-t and third Saturday; during
In
meets
Saturday,
every
du 1er of the year,
rv

I

OS

The Christian Endeavor Convention.

Queatk».

SAMPLES

AND

PERSONAL

Mise Hattie Jenne has been spending a
A· we stated last week, in coneequenoe
week with her sister Annie at Farming- of the stir
regarding the quality of the
ton.
river ice, and the orier of the local board
Mrs. H. G. Fletcher entertained two of health, several samples were taken
tablée at a ladies' whist party Friday aod sent to Professor Robinson of Brunswick a member of the state board of
evening.
These sample·,
health, for analysis.
Miss Isabel Morton will attend He- with one
exception, were taken from the
bron Academy during the term which several fields where ice has been taken
opens this week.
from the river in years past, and bore
The regular festival chorus rehearsal nothing to show whence they were taken
will be held this Monday evening at except the number on each sample. Professor Robinson made analysis, and on
Highland Cottage.
Friday visited South Paris and personalthe
Y.
P.
at
Universalist
C.
U.
Subject
ly inspected the situation. His report is
next
"The
Sunday evening,
meeting
given below. That it may be fully inPower of Choice."
telligible, the places where the several
The quarterly meeting of the Univers- samples were taken are indicated below.
Nos. S and 3 were taken above the
alist church will be held Friday evening
Park Street bridge.
at the church at 7:30.
No. 4, from the channel of the river,
Hamlin Lodge, Knighis of Pythias, east of Riverside Cemetery and above
will work the rank of Knight Friday the
"Sandy."
evening, Jan. 5, 1906.
No. 5, from the channel in front of Oak
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Dorr and son of
Mexico have been guests at W. L.
Farrar's for a few days.
Swift of Minneapolis, Minn.,
guest for a few days of bis
parents, Mr. and Mr*. Ansel Swift.

is

Winthrop
the

Lodge.

No. β, in the upper cove.
No. 7, near the mouth of the two private sewers which discharge into the
river below Park Street bridge.

Brunswick, Maine, Dec. 29, 1905.
Mies Amelia Bisbee,
who has been Dr. Littlkfikld,
spending a week with relatives here, kas Chairman Board of Health, S. Paris.
returned to her teaching in Arlington, Dear Sir:

Mass.
I have analysed the six samples of ice
sent me Dec. 22d, and have visited
you
A. M. Gerry of Lisbon Falls, formerly
the ice fields from which they were
a
for a number of years
druggist here,
and inspected the conditions from
visited relatives at South Paris over taken,
a
standpoint. The following is

sanitary

Sunday.

my report and conclusions:
The samples were numbered 2, 3, 4, 5,

_

ΜΕΒΤΙΝΟ

PROFESSOR BOB IN SON.

INSPECTION BY

H.

Commencing October 1,1900,
LMXTM

making

Id» Godrey, formerly of this piece, ii
at work for A. B. Tyler in Shelbnrne, N.

SOUTH_PARIS.
TRAINS

Muter Philip Bolster is
▼bit to relative· in Auburn.

OF

UNION NOT

OXFORD

BAST

LOCAI

LARGELY ATTENDED BUT

PROFITABLE.

A Bath correspondent announoes that
there is a strong probability of a new
paper being published in that city ol
whiob Hon. E. W. Hyde, former Mayor,
Second Congregational Church, Bev. B. 8. would be the publisher and Charles D.
Bldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday, Clarke, the editor. Mr. Clarke is the
10:80 Κ. M.; Sabbath School, 12Ό0 M.; Y. P. 8. weiï-known
newspaper man of the shipC. E., Sundav Evening, 630 P. M.; Social Meetwho made thejadependent
ing, 7 K)0 P. M ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, building city
scintillate for a number of years.

NORWAY.

Owing to the fact that the meeting ol
the East Oxford Local Union of Cbri··
Ββτ. 8. β. DavU,
tian Endeavor Societies waa held In the Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 ίο
Y. P.C. U. meetA.
M.
Sabbath
School,
ItK)0;
midst of the holiday week, aa well aa to
ing 7:00 P. M.
■one other causée, the number of visitMethodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks. Paator.
ors from the societies in other places Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M.,
was not large, but the several
««J»1»®8 19:00 M.;meeting,
Tuesday evening; class meeting
were not
enjoyable but profitable prayer
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.

T^ww»riîîtI1îihnroh.

cSy

zfjss&ztzi Λ

..r.

8*The seLÎoÎTop^ned at^he South Pari·
Baptist church at 11 clock Wednesday
ο

forenoon, the president of
Mrs. T. S. Barnes of South Paris, pre
siding. The morning session wm devoted to two papers, one on Christian
Endeavor and the Home," by Rev. A. K.
Baldwin of South Paris, and the other
Comon "Christian Endeavor and
munity," by Rev. B. S.
wav
each of whom considered their

tje

jjj*

the work in a very
way.
In the afternoon a service of
was led by Rev. A. K. Baldwin, followcertain routine businew was
transacted. TUe first paper of the
session was by Rev. Frederick Newport
of Oxford, on "Christian Endeavor and
Missions." Mr. Newport wa*
unable to be present, but
sei™
which was read by Rev. J. W. Cbesbro.
It was an appeal for the support of
foreign missions by ehristian Eudeavorers, not as if it were mere giving, but as
an investment in the business of spreading the gospel of Christ.
In the absence of the one to whombad
been assigned the topic, "Christian
Endeavor and Home Missions, Rev.
to supply h
S. Rideout was called
place, and spoke In advocacy of home
mission work,
favoring the
doing of some definite work, the results
of which may be seen or known, rather
than an indiscriminate or hap-hazard

respective phases of
effective and helpful

in"which
Forefen

Capt.

William Batson of

BLUE STORES.

ODD TROUSERS.

Eastport was

drowned at St. Andrews, Ν Β., by falling off the wharf while attempting to
board his steamer on a dark, stormy

night.

/Sr

parish will

How About Your Trousers?

much unlike
a bay window is
as
lenses
GRIP.
THE
β.0O
P.M.
evening,
ordinary
Getting a little thin or ragged ? Let us sell you a new pair. We
BeBaptist Church, Bev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor
"Before we can sympathize with unlike an ordinary window.
Better buy an all wool
can fit you and your pocket book at $1.50 to $3.
Preaching service, 10 30 A.M.; Sabbtth School,
12MO M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P. others, we must have suffered ourselves." sides the large field of vision secured
are
the
at
I., Wednesday evening,7 40.
No one can realize the suffering attendcheapest.
they eliminate the annoying reflec- $3. They
ant upon an attack of the grip, unless
STATU) HEXTIHOB.
tions so common in the old style
There
he
has
bad
the
actual
experience.
FA A M. Regular meeting of Oxford I«odpe,
lenses. And no matter which way
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or is probably no disease that causes so
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, much
and mental agony, or your eyes are turned you look squarephysical
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening. on or
of wools anil worsteds, $2, $2.50, $3. $4, $4 50, $5.
a
which so successfully defies medical aid.
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. â18. M.,
ly through the lens instead of at an in great variety
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, All danger from the grip, however, angle as in the ordinary glasses.
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
may be avoided by the prompt use of
full moon.
Come in and let us tell you all
Among
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Try Us on Pur Coats, Good Assortment $12 Up.
"Tories."
about
used
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. the tens of thousands who have
Odd
In
meets
No.
91,
rebeen
Wlldey Encampment,
this remedy, not one ha* ever
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Eventhat has resulted in pneumonia
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, ported
each
of
or
that has not recovered. For sale by
and
third
Friday
No. 58, meets on first
month.
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyes
K.of P.—Regular meetlngln Hathaway Block
Norway; Jones Drug Store,
OPTICIAN, %
NORWAY,
•OUTH PARIS.
every Thuredav Evening. TJ. R., A. O. Noyes Drug Store,
Division, No. 19, meets third Friday of each Oxford.
MAINE.
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. 8., second
SOUTH
PARIS,
Here U Belief for Worn··.
of each month.
Toric lenses

are

as

Dress aud Business Trousers

_

Samuel Richards,

and fourth Friday evenings
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of cach month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. -tall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W.R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 190, meeth
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

If yon bare pain· In the back, Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleas
ant herb remedy for woman's Ilia, try Mother
Gray's AaitruUn-Luf. It la a safe monthly
regulator. At Drugflsts or by mall BO cent».
Sample package FREE. Address, The Mother
Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.

Don't Get Footsore! Get Allé·'· Foot-Ease
A wonderful powder that cures tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Ask to-day for Allen's Foot-Ease.
At all Druggists and 8hoe Stores. 26 eta. Don't
accept any substitute.

«I^ally

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Start the New Year RIGHT

NOTICE.

Whereae. my wife, Lucy 8. Wentwortb, of
Pâli·, bu left *nd refuses to lire with me. with
out cause, I forbid >11 persons trusting her or
granting her any credit at my expense, as I shall
no bills of her contracting.
pay
μ
LEROY L. WENTWORTH.
Paris, Dec 28,1909.

TO LET.

Tenement at No. 7
Inquire of

Myrtle

AND BUY YOUR

OF

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

glADgKeneral

1^552*38

^Tbe'committee

I am selling
and make driving this cold weather a pleasure
The
them this season for $1.75, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00.
best heaters have adjustable dimpers in the front and end so
Call and
of lieat you want.
you can regulate the amount
see them at the Tucker Harness Store,

JAMBS N.

Goods.

^oushaltbe

]

Saturday
anything

buy,

Heating.

Norway,

j

IN ALL OF OUR

DEPARTMENTS.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

Builders' Finish I

bytheJP°|r®J

BOOTS

Also Window & Door Frames.

the]

■

8h?,w,

Give us a call and
merous to mention.
and dry.
gear that will keep them warm

J.

Ruajelî.
vjJfn \.*tee·.
MTA.J.Penlev.·
«fTn'Vï1

Also

Full Line of

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

vreû<i?TvU.îU·
draws8"'

OPERA HOUSE

Ard^Uny~Mr*'

f,!°^foîî~"Mr·.
Rhiîi'u

NORWAY,

BLOCK,

Co-operation

^βηη«ί·

drew·*

a

Aml'iïrt'Jï'

Hgftyfcy·!

operation
gives

n,?xsssva;»rt.r«.rtSs;KD"u

Erlst

belting

palmy

superior
helpful,

I

Read my

a<T

I

City, published weekly,
thoroughly

CASTORIA

Ths KM Ym Kan Ahrajs

J··"»·

postal

City,

-

Have

IJ.

Telephone

Furnisher,

106-3.

Specialty

=

Store.

only a few which

we

shall close

LUNT,

M.

136 Main

18-4

St., Norway

ordinary Interest
There
daring 1900.
will be A State Campaign to be fought
out and the Argus will be in the thick of the light, fearless in its battle
for Municipal, State and National Good Government, Advocating Demo-

1803
cratic

will be of

more

than

1906

to Maine readers

Principles as it bas for over 100 years.
Newspaper it will put before its readers

The Latest Happenings
The World Over, Told In Its Own Peculiar Vein, which has made it a
All Of Its Departments Will Be Greatly
welcome guest in the home.
to meet the demand for A Thoroughly
Added
Ones
and
New
Augmented
As a

$1.75,
separately
pricç

up-to-date
farming.

will tit your feet with

price. Don't forget the little store when
looking for bargains. We can give as good
bargains as larger stores.

at half

special

^

Meat Market.

coats.

Money Saver.

flou?and ooaî?*

$1.00

Start the New Year, 1906, right by making
We have a
your friend a New Year's present.
few Xmas goods left and shall close them out
at cost. We are offering some good values in

family publication.
successfnlly

rei«»flju,Ato ΆΡΕΙ?*

isst»"80""1

Ladies'

good agricul·

wçondjjad

PnraMBter.

MAINE.

we

F. PLUMMER,
Telephone

they

All Kinds of Footwear Here.

#1.25
.75

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

COLD FEET OR CHILBLAINS,

LLf

12.00

$1.25

Also a large stock of Men's, Women's and Children's Beacon
too nuGaiters, Arctics, Wool Boots, Rubbers, Moccasins, Ac.,

|

MDinnil,*ti?a
^«.

THESE

WILL MENTION ONLV A FEW OF

...

Licensed Taxidermist,

Sifrk·,^

BUT

THEM:

WALDO NASH,

j

Felt and Warm Lined.

$1.50 and
Mod's Beaver Bals, Felt Soles ami Rubber Heol,
Women's Beaver, DoDgola Foxed Boots,
Women's Plain Beaver, Dungola Tip, Felt Solo, Rubber Heel,
Men's Over Gaiters, 10-button,
..*>0, .75,
Women's Over Gaiters, 10 inch and full length,

CHANDLER,

Mm!

For Winter Wear

WE HAVE A VERY COMPLETE LINE OF

GOODS,

Work.

Planing, Sawing

Hilton!

Maine.

Paris,

South

CHANDLER,

^could

V/ JL

HOLIDAY
GOODS

BROOKS—The

Plumbing

OF

•

packages,
only

quickly.

j

Large Stock

A

oi' tbeee*' riaelutions'be

Furniture, Household

Prop.,

FAVOR,

Ol Main St.· iMorway, Maine.

right

Mason's

—

Grand Success

a

Palmer's

alf

fhou

Are

special

Ladies'^

w? r¥ha^

Sleigh Heaters

really

^Secretary—M
Tre^urer-Mre.

rapid

Frothingham,

W. O.

_

Perfumes.

^

FOOTWEAR

Street.

The annual meeting uf the Universalist
month.
be held in the vestry of the 0, 7, respectively.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
A. O. WHEELER,
Born.
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
Universalist church Tuesday evening,
The question I was asked to decide
evh month
was whether the ice showed signe of
South Paris, Me.
l l.'o?tL C.—Second and fourth Mondays of Jan. 2d, at 7:30 p. m.
K. G. Ε .—Oxford Castle. No. 2. meet* In Ryerof
Jerry
In Bryant's Pond. Doc. 21, to the wife
Sewage polor other pollution.
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
A promise of snow Monday morning, sewage
a
B.
V κ^ (Κ P.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181,
daughter.
Farrar,
lution in a water or ice is indicated by
May, first ami third Thursday evenings, May to
evenings to cover
COMXHilOllIM' NOTICE.
*n Fryebu'g, Dec. 32, to the wife of J. L.
n)f ts second ami fourth Wednesday
up the bare places which are increase in number and character of
September.
Chandler, a son, 111 Hard Horace.
Dec. », 1909.
of icb liiooth.
OX FORD, 88 :
in the roads
rather
too
James
frequent
of
meets
to
the
wife
getting
Dec.
every
In
31.
22,
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So,
Fryeburg,
increase in chlorine; presence
We, the undersigned, having been duly apsleighing.
—but it was mostly promise, and not bacteria;
a son.
Delightful
Eastman,
E. Herrlck,
Addison
Honorable
> r sy evening at Pythian HaU.
the
and
ammonia
in
pointed by
of nitrites; increase
In Norway, Dec 21, to the wife of Edwin 8.
Tower's concert next.
discussion of these missionperformance enough to count.
Judge of Probate within and for said County
a son, Lester Harold.
organic matter.
Gammon,
and decide upon the
useful
and
other
to
receive
Commissioners
New
Miss Ida Kerr is the guest of friends
ties,
in
several
slippers
waa participated
by
Methodist
Officers of the
Without giving figures as to amounts ary topics
claims of the creditors of Freeman C. Merrill,
Sunday
in Portland.
of those present.
things are in constant use since Christlate of Parts, in said County, deceased, whose
School have been choseu as follows:
which would be of themselves meaningI
mas.
was
Married.
afternoon
of
the
The last paper
estate has been representee Insolvent, hereby
by
V I). Bolster was at Rumford Falls on
less except to experts, I would say that
L. Buck.
the shore of the lake
Superintendent—C'harlee
The
trees
on the I
public notice sgreeably to the order of the
give
Paris
of
along
Rev.
E.
O.
Hill,
Taylor
Asst. Supt—George Γ. Karnuui.
business the rtrst of last week.
said Judge of Probate, thai six months from and
numbers 2 and 3 showed no signs of
between the ice house and Norway Lake
In Bethel, Dec. 21. by Rev. Charles N. Gleason, after the third Tuesday of December. IPOS, have
Treasurer—tieoree t>. Robertson.
un- need of Bible study in the preseut age. !
showed
No.
7
and
sewage pollution,
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. DeCoster of CanSecretary— IH>eaIïl H. Bean.
Mr. Taylor cited numerous instances of are being trimmed. It greatly improves Mr. Robert Marshall Bean of Kewry and MUs been allowed to said creditor* to pre ent and
mistakable signs of it, while 5, β, and 4,
attend to the
Beatrice Myrtle Rawson of South Paris.
Librarian—S C. Or<lwav.
prove their claims, and that we will
ton were at South Varie Tuesday.
the misquotation, misinterpretation and the pleasant driveway.
Librarian—Mtee Addle L. Gl'e».
In Norway. Dec. 21, by Kev. C. A. Brooks, Mr. •luty assigned us at the office of the Clerk of
not badly polluted showed that
although
W. P. Cullinan made hie people
not
and M Iks
of
Stoneham
of
McKe^n
Fancle Chaponly
F.
the 24th
by
Salmon
Scripture,
Wednesdays,
Librarian
misapplication
un
Paris
of
Lancaster,
Primary
South
Dept.—MUe
affected
at
Courts
Miss Florence King
the water they came from was
short visit this week. He holds an ex- Josephine C 8a wj er of Norway.
man.
and 20th of June, A. D. 1906, at ten 1
of
not ap- those who are ignorant, but by people of
V U., is a guest at Walter P. Maxim's.
Edward R. staples of January,
Dec.
24.
said
by
of
In
each
of
at
days
market
in
the
forenoon
by drainage material which didmost
in
the
Kridgton,
the
clock
Salem,
and learning, andι even by cellent position
The Woman's
Missionary pear in 2 and 3. In 5 this was
ap- intelligence
Foreign
Ε»ς Mr. Edmund L. Abbott of South Paris and
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, I ρΛΒ1ιη,
Commissioners.
not Mass.
Miss Grace Morton of Auburn has
eminent divines, and .counse led
Ml»a Bessie Whitney of Harri*on.
Eben
Mrs.
J.
HASTINGS
met
with
least.
BEAN,
in
4
and
Chapman
Society
parent, inti next,
Tax Collector Cole advieea the tax
In Buckfield, Dre. 27. by Rev. A. W. Pottle,
mnrelv a reading of the Bible, out a
been a guest at N. D. Bolster's for a few last
Thursday. The principal part of
The impurities in 6 and 4 would not be
L. Cummlnrs of South Paris and
of it, for all CM·"™"· payers to pay up Jan. 1st, '06, as all Mr. Reainald
«lays.
them as would be thorough study
the programme was an extended map
Miss
Nellie W. Pomeroy of Sumner.
condemn
to
that time draw interest
enough
at
taxes
were
the
served
to
and
unpaid
Dinner
In Rumford Falls, Dtc. 24, by Rev. Stanford
supper
Miss Ilelen M. King has been at home study of Africa, preparatory to the year's those in 7, but from my inspection of
Mitchell, Mr. Howard Singer of Rumford Falls
visitors in the dining room of the church. until paid at six per cent.
frotu Portland for the Christmas vaca- work. Following the program fruit and surroundings, and knowledge that 5, β,
Miss Emma M. Severv of Llvermore.
conand
Partridge Brothers are shipping
At the evening session a service of
nuts were ser\ed and a social hour much 4 came from below 7, and not a great
In Rumford Falls, Dre. 24, by Rev. George A.
tion.
siderable quantities from the Norway Maitln, Mr. Theodore Peterson and Miss Julia
was led by Rev. E.
and
song
prayer
the
first
that
eDjoyed. For the next meeting,
distance below, I feel quite sure
station. They do a large amount of C. Carlson, both of Rumford Falls.
Two tables at whist were entertained
Some people look on
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held its annual meeting last Tuesday Soper, Mr. R. N. Hall.
for coughs, croup immediately taken to Dr. B. F. Bradlain's
Remedy
Cough
without either of
wounds were home or farm
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A combination of the two, at a cost not
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bottle of it in her home. Sold by
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the
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way.
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with great speed.
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Journal man knows a good thing when
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It is announced that the American Ic<
him two papers every week for
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he sees it, is evident from the appre- are:
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ciative manner in which be writee-np a
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Thursday
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Secretary—Howard Maxim.
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entertainments at the Andrews
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mill of Frye Λ Porter, of which and all
ideas in modern and sucDANGERS OF A COLD AND HOW artificial ice and refrigerating plant!
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Porter,
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father,
demand
the
THEM.
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TO AVOID
have for years
Executive Committee—Mrs Geo. A. Wilson,
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ing many a weary traveller toward
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T. 8. Barnes, Mr*. Water B. SweU.
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other
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steady
President—MU·
people more careful
mother. Ever since Howard Shaw, that
Vice-President—Roy Cole.
Your name and address
days of th< out. He lived only a few minojps.
from a cold when it ia not as muoh as in the
THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM
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beginning.
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to Geo. W.
properly
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HOW TO PREVENT BILIOUS
Chamberlain's Congh this winter anyway.
has
Treasurer—Harry meld.
years
many
the house and cornered the town on
ER, New-York
Farmer
Tribune
aa the most
Best,
been
ATTACKS.
has
recognized
Remedy
records, people have been docking toPersonal.
For any disease of the akin there ii
in nse for
in the land as a
pracNew-York
One who is subject to bilions attack· no
prompt and effectual medicine
Office,
ward that hotel to see bis Sousa-like
salve
than
Chamberlain's
better
this disease. It aots on nature's plan, nothing
will notioe that for a day or more before
sen
ra*nipulatlon· over the instrument.
will bring you a free samtical,
entertaining, illustrated agrithe oough, relieves the lunga, It prevents the itching and burning
the attack be la not hungry at meal timet
Howard's concerts begin daily at 8 A. u.
Ε Ν. Carver of Rumford Falla, former loosens
soon effects a cure
and
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sation
nature
aids
instantly
tod
A dose oi cultural
dull
after
feels
and
and close at 11 i». m., but one may drop ly editor of the Time·, wbo has been foi open· the secretion*
eating.
ple copy.
family paper.
A Co., Sonth Paris
the system to a health» condl- Sold by Shurtleff
ι Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
at any hour and be sure of hearing some time in the office of the secretary of j restoring
Jones Drug Store, Oxford, Noyes Druj
Λ
Shurtleff
Co.,
F.
A.
sale
For
by
lets when theae first symptoms appeal
that soothing tune, 'Everybody Works state at Augusta, baa been appointed Uon.
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford. Store, Norway.
They are foi
will ward off the attack.
o'U Father.'
If you want a change in auditor of the state printing.
+0
FtflifutstriCMdrtfl.
Norway.
Store,
Noyea Drag
"to programme you must put in a special
The grand jury in Sagadahoo Count; sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris,
anc
Γ
Druf
halibut,
ο
oystera
Jones Drug Store, Oxford, Noyea
Freeh vegetables,
Dr. 'found only two indictments, neither
«quest for 'Howard'·' celebrated record
Glasses on weakly payments.
Store, Norway.
Parl* 8>η,Ρ1ιυ,ν Or- clams in the shell to-night at Thayer'i
I them (or a grave orime.
_

day

TORIC
LENS.

ORDINARY
LENS.

Now that Christmas is over one has time to think about their every
needs. If you work out in the cold you should have warm clothing.

Up-To-Date Daily or Weekly.
The Weekly Argue—whose readers

also receive the Saturday Daily
Argua Free—practically covers the same ground aa that of the Daily, in
condensed form, special attention being given to Maine News, Business,
Financial, Market and Shipping Reports.

I

The Daily Argus is sent for 50 cents
per month or $6.00 per year in advance,
and $7.00 at the end of the year.
I The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING
(THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, $1.50 in advance or $2.00 at the end of the year.
I
Clubs of 5, $5.00 in advance.

CASTOR IA nrlntmbaMCIiMiM.

Ihi KM Ym Han Atatia Baacht

EASTERN ARGUS FOB. CO.
99 (XCHANGE

Bears the

Signature
of

ST,

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Cross

I

People

UkoQolted. AddreM: Editor Ηθ«*1**ϊ«
Cold**, Oxford Democrat, Purl*. M*ln«

generally sick people, and
nine tira es out of ten it's the
If the
stomach that's wrong.
system is filled with impurities,
if the digestion is poor, if the
bowels are irregular, it is easy
for disease to get a foothold.

are

I

OomaponaoBoe on topbsa of lotenat lotte UdUi

A Few Words About

No. 364.—Diamond.
1. A letter In Washington.
2. The aerial regions.
3. What many young folks do.
4. Consumed.
6. A letter In America.

Reinforce and build up your
health by taking

A

DR. TIME'S ELIXIR
Restores lost appetite,
the standard rtmtJy for over three generations.
digestion, enriches the blood and cures all
regnlates the bowels, assists disordered
or liver, such as constipa*
stomach
lrom
a
those diseases arising
loss of appetite, headaches, catarrh
tion, malaria, biliousness, indigestion,
Mother's Safeguard in all
of the stomach and intestines, piles, etc. The
the common disorders of childhood.
A Jew dote» given occasionally will guard against
worms, and if present will expel them without fail.
Ai gcsta, Maine.
Dr. J. F. TKL'E Λ CO. :
(ieniletnen By tbe ose of your Elixir I was relieved of a tape worm beFor eiguteeu years I had
tween ι*- τ -ut y eeνt·:i and eighty-five fetl m length.
all of
been doctoring for Liver, Kidney and Heart trouble and Indigestion,
There
«tucb disappeared «ben that worm wai slaughtered by True'· Kliur.
oar
Elixir.
wortt
of
the
tbat
ean
do
y
the
to-day
public
la not ik medicine before
The expenditure of t!JD for this medicine did for me what many dollars
to
du.
and years spent in search of relief through other sources failed
A. F. BKAOO. So. TT Main St., Foxcroft, lie.
Y ours very truly,
Sold

by all dealers, 35c, 30c, $1.00.

PR. J. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn. Me.

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICES.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odvl

patterns and clean

up stock

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

De Witt
De Witt la th· nam· to look for whan
m η to bur Witch Hazel Salve.
DeWrtTa Witch Η axel Suva la the
la fact
ortetaal and only «aruina.
DeWM'aie the only Witch Haxal Sahra
thai la mté» from the unadulterated

Λ

Witch-Hazel

AMothers ara counterfeit*— base Imlcheap and wort hie sa— βτβη

Witch Hazel Sahra

for Plie·: Blind. Bieedlnf,
»DeWltt
|aodProtrudlnjPtlaa. AiaoCuta.
:

Bruiaaa. Spra'-s. Lacerations
tfooa. Bella. Carbunclea. Eczema.
.Sait Rheum, and all other Skin

SALVE
PBBPAUl

ΒΓ

E.C. DeWitl 4 Co., Chicaf#
Sold

by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.;

Eastern Steamsfiip Company.
Portland Division.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
r«re *1.BO.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. m.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.
steamers

J. P. LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

Franklin

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug.
following
hours,

Eyes

House, Norway*

i»t, and ist

of each

:3ο

ίο

a. m.

month.

Tuesday

Office

to 4 p. m.

Examined free.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,;L

High

To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named
At a Proliate Court, held at Parla. In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thlnl Tutu»lay of
Dec*., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and live.
having been presented for the action thereupon
U
It
hereinafter Indicated,
hereby Okdekkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persona ina
terested, by causing copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Part·, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
thlnl Tuesday of January, A. L>. 1906, at »
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

SOLON C. Tl'TTLE, late of Bucktleld, decease·!; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Annie M. Tuttlc, the executrix
therein named.
ELIZA R. SMITH, late of Dlxfleld. deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Julia B. Kidder, the executrix therein named.

Chas. F.

a

E—»Mahw mi.

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

F0LEY5HfflŒY^IAR

Apple*.

Sett.—Doable Acrostic.
Primais spell the name of u famous
tlfth row names one of his
man;
works.
,
L Relating to Syria.
2. To plague.
3. Narrow passages.
4. A Chinese salutation.
No.

CASTORIA
Til Kind You Han Always Bought
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—

Signature
of

With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised coursée
CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
^

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To

City

kinds.
is a whole lot of a sportsIn carving a leg of mutton or ham, beman, isn't he?"
"Yes; a dead game gin by cutting across the middle of the
sportsman." "A what?" "Buys most of bone.
his game."
Cut a tongue across, and not lengthwise, and help from the middle part.
The prevention of consumption is enCarve a fore-quarter of Iamb by separattirely a question of commencing the ing the eboulder from the ribs, ana then
proper treatment in time. Nothing is so divide the ribs.
well adapted to ward off fatal lung
To carve a loin of veal, begin at the
troubles aa Foley's Honey and Tar. F. smaller end and separate the ribs. Help
A. Shurtleff A Co.
each one to a piece of kidney and its fat.
Carve pork and mutton in the same
Mrs. Dearborn—I saw your husband manner. To carve a fillet of
veal, begin
out walking with your little dog. Does at the
top and help to the stuffing with
he mind? Mrs. Wabash—Does he mind? each slice. In a breast of
veal, separate
Well, I just guess he does. I told him the breast and brisket, and then cut up,
to take the dog out!
asking which part is preferred.—

Never has there been such a demand
for joung people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
McCall's.
STOP IT.
A call at the school will
or town, upon request.
A neglected cough or cold may lead to
Hinta to the Cook.
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
serious bronchial or lung troubles. Don't
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
When making corn meal muah lift a
State.
take chance· when Foley'· Honey and
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
of flour with the meal to
Tar afford· perfect aecarity from serious tableapoonful
the mush sticking.
effect· of a cold. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co. prevent
In molding fanoy jellies brush the
inside of the mold with white of egg and
Grandma—"Johnnie, did 1 hear you the
jelly will turn out easily.
swearing at your little sister just now?"
If boiled or roasted meat that is to be
Johnnie—"Y-yes, grandma, but we used
cold is wrapped in a moist eloth it
were only playing 'automobile,—she'·
will be more tender.
the automobile."
When making gravy remove the pan
PNEUMONIA AND THE GRIPPE. from the fire while the thickening is
stirred in, and when smooth reCough· cured quickly by Foley's being
and Tar. Refuse substitutes. F. turn to the fire to oook. The method

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any
CAR

SALE]

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Madonna Manzollna later was professof anatomy, undoubtedly one of the
first women doctore. If not the very
Leonardo da Vinci, painter of
first.
"The Last Supper,"' was a great anatomist, but dissection bad fallen Into
disuse wb.n Vesallus finally revived
It about the middle of the sixteenth

or

Honey

A. Shurtleff 6 Co.

prevents lumps forming.
To scale flsh easily pour

on hot water
Between two danger· chooae the least.1 ilowly till the scales curl, then sorape
That i· why ao many young men enliat quickly. Wash in several waters, having
in the army instead of getting married. the laat cold and well salted 10 no alime
will be left.

Fatal kidney and bladder trouble· can
A woman likea to be
always be prevented by the use of Foley'a Kidney Cure, I. L Shurtleff Λ Go. tobttoidao.

truly loved,

and

Lit.M?

Per

PolK·

Since

No,Worms

Mr. Camel InTrouble Vsinjj This Remedy

Welchville, June 2, 1903.
Were you ever warned to avoid debt » Dear Sirs :—
Our three children had what we callIf not, I warn you now, and I will tell
wbc ed worm fits. We began to give them
you the story of the poor old camel
and they have not had
got In debt Perhaps be bad been care- "L. F." Bitters,
since. This was three years ago,
less, perhaps misfortune bad chosen one
and I have them on hand all the time
him for her prey. At any rate, he beand give them to the children.
came Involved in debt to the kangaroo
Yours truly,
and was hauled before Judge Ape to
W. A. PRATT,
himself.
of
account
give an
Welchville, Me.
Box
the
42,
owe
do
you
"How much money
kangaroo?" asked the Judge as he
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters,
or eld,
frowned at the prisoner before blm.
a household remedy for young
"Four dollars and twenty-nine cents." 35 cents a bottle at all stores.

ICASTORIA

Even In comparatively modern times
anatomists liave been the object of at-

Experiments

Intents and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

tacks by the populace.

NOTICE.
In tbe District Conrt of the United State* for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
IIARRY A LANK,
{In Bankruptcy,
of Paris, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Harry A. Lane In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on tt.e 16th day of
Dec., A· D. 1006, the said Harry A. Lane was
duly a'ljudlcated bankrupt, ana that tbe first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, in 8outh Paris, on the 3rd day of Jan.,
A. D. 1006, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
time tbe said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may pro|ierly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 18, 1906.
G KO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

In 1705 Dr.

John Shlppen of Philadelphia was mobbed as a grave robber. Doctors' riots
In New York occurred twenty-three
years later and were due to the belief
the medical students robbed
that
graves continually. It was the lack of
opportunity to obtain subjects regularly thut led to the practice of grave robbing and originated what Dr. Keene
calls "a set of the lowest possible villains—the resurrectionists."—New York
World.
-rry to the Laat.

•

of April, 1821. Dr I.
It was tL.· 21
P. Prank, the eminent governor of the
University hospital, Vienna, lay on his
it

field of Wngrain lay a French soldier
and counted his wounds. 'Sacre bleu!'
he exclaimed. 'It takes eight bullets to
kill a French grenadier.' Gentlemen,
there are eight of you too." Thus be
spoke and expired in a lit of laughter.
Take

a

Felon In Time.

If you have the appearance of a
felon coming put some hardwood n.slies
In an old tin cup, pour over them
warm water. Immerse the end of the
sore finger in the ashes, set the dish on
some live coals or on top of the stove,

keeping the finger in as long as you
can, and soak it several times a day.
If taken in time it generally cures a
felon from coining if the finger is wet
with it often.

After

a

Tante.

"Well," demanded Miss Starvera at

the back door, "what do you want?"
'•Why." replied the tramp. "I seen
yon advertise 'table board' in this

mornin's paper"—
"Well?"
"Well. I fought meblM? yer wuz glvlu' out some samples."—Philadelphia
Press.

wnï

Judge.

Shake off the grip of your old enemy,
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
Balm. Then will all tbe swelling and
soreness be driven out of the tender, inflamed membranes. The fits of sneezing
will cease and the discharge, as offensive
to others as to yourself, will be cured
when the causes that produce it are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and health
renewed by the use of Cream Balm.
Sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.
"You misjudge me, said the hypocrite,
reproachfully. "I admit I am a poor,
weak mortal, but lying is not one of my
failings."
"It certainly is not," agreed the hardheaded man.
cesses."

"It

is

one

of your suc-

IN BED FOUR WEEKS WITH GRIPPE.

We have received the following letter
from Mr. Roy Kemp, of Angola, Ind., "I
vas in bed four weeks with grippe and I
tried many remedies and spent considerable for treatment with physicians,
but I received no relief until I tried
Foley's Honey and Tar. Two small bottles of this medicine cured me and now
I use it exclusively in my family." Take
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
no substitutes.
your mother say
when you told her that I was sorry that
I'd made such an idiot of myself last
night?" Alicia—"Oh, she noticed nothing unusual."

Algy—"What did

Important to Mother·.
1—la» canfolly every bottle of 0A8T0RIA,
a ttf· and car· needy for Infant· and children,
and ■·· that it

la Use

T*Kf.

The Kind Tea Save Always Bocjht.

Little Sister—Oh, mamma, Georgie
has just upset the teakettle an' broke my
dolly an' all your nice dishes.

Little Brother (badly frightened)—Yes,
mamma, an' let's be sorry, but don't let's

be mad !

CHILDREN POISONED.

«d II)

Jijllvea of India.

India's pets are not royal, but celestial. To write of animals in the land
which keeps its Vedlc prayers and forgets the names of its emperors, one
must leave solid ground and ascend to
heaven, must speak lu poetry, not prose.
In hyperbole rather than in plain
speech. The question of animals cannot, indeed, be soberly treated. Everywhere one sees acts toward them that
bo

explained only by

their sacred

and legendary importance.

One can
scarcely believe one's senses. This attitude is not the fantaRy of a moment
nor the bete blanche, so to speal^, of a
single author. It is the accumulated
national delirium of thousands of
years. To detach such animal worship
from Indian life is to tear the rug to

pieces,

and we can weave nothing more

beautiful.

place held by these creatures in
India is different from that accorded
them in any other country. Every animal is looked upon as but the covering
of a spirit. Is not its mind with God?
Are not its auras and vibrations far
May not even the
purer than ours?
soul of our grandmother look from its
eyes? May not we ourselves return to
lower than its state if we give it not
reverence? Such conceptions are uot
called from obsolete thought, but from
The

the vibrant lip and life of India today.
Once is always in the orient. "It Is
your misfortune that you have to talk
so much of progress," said a sage to
me—"we have progressed."—Edmund
liussell In Everybody's.

STAGECOACHES.

conveyances or the stagecoach had been iu vogue lu England
since 1U10, the establishment of a similar convenience was demanded in
America many years before the wur
As early us 1744,
for independence.
therefore, a stage line started to run
As

public

marked

come in, quick! Don't you see
lady with the gun?" "But she's not
at
aiming us, ma." "That's why it's so

Patents

w

If you

dangerous!"

The many friends of G. H. Hausan,
Engineer L. Ε. A W. R. R., at present
living In Lima, O., will be pleased to
know of his recovery from threatened

kidney

disease.

He

write·:

"I

was

■hop.

"Here," he remarked, "is where I
knock tradition endwise."
Carefully backing from the place,
without so much as jarring a saucer, he
inquired the route to the stockyards, and
went his way.
Three little babe· were nestled in bed,
"I'll name William, Willie and Bill,"

Scientific American.
largest

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly,
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, IS a
year; four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

mother «aid ;

Wide waa her amile, for triplets they be,
She lays her good luok to Rooky Moun-

Meat Market.

tain Tea. (Great baby
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

medicine.)

The Yonng Man—I don't know what
to do. I'm 19 and I'm in love with a
girl who la 22. His Father—That's all
right. By the time you're 21 she'll just
be 20.

Fresh meats of all kinds

constantly on

of pneumonia or the
may save your life. F. A.

attack

grippe. It

Shurtleff & Co.

Father—I wrote William at college
Geaeroai.
that I would not send him any more
"Some men say," remarked the beaumoney-until the first of the month.
he
in
his
letter
does
Mother—What
say
tiful heiress, "that I have no heart."
to-day? Father—That he will never for"Oh, that doesn't matter!" replied the
klndnesa.
get my unremitting
poor but willing youth. "I'll give you
Yon will not find beauty In ronge pot mine."

complexion whitewash. True beauty
What makes old
to then only that take Holllster's
Rocky Mountain Tea. It is a wonderful that our joys bat
80 orate Te* or Blebttr.
tonlo and beautlflsr.
fkfeltti. f. A. Shartleff Λ do,
or
somes

age so sad Is not
bop·· cet Mb—

our

Maine

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Freeh fish arrives every Monday after-

Thursday morning.
shipping live stock every week,
paying full market price.

noon

and

Am
and

DECORATE.

T. Tliayer,

MARKET

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce,

and

Fir,

Poplar

Hemlock

delivered

at

any station.

Ε. H. PIKE,

May-hatched pullets,

ones.

Dec. 4,

'05.

:

*25 TO WARRANT.

COUNT

MAINE.

Pullets for Sale.

A.

"The Handsomest Horae in
Sired by Dakk Devil, 2.01), by Maubuino Kino,
Jkwei. (Dam of Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwkl.
mare, large snip, right hind ankle
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21at1-2;) Bay Farm.
Sired by Almont Jk., 1820.
Bred
Village
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell,
2.16 1-4; And 46 others
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p)
in 2.30.
SOUTH
WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER,

DECORATE

WEST PARIS,

Twelve

Black stallion, white ankles
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king.
owned
by
behind, It) hands, weighs 1160 pounds,
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

PARIS, MAINE. TERMS

DIRECT.

Foaled June 25,
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
1902. Bred at Village Farm.
Sibkd by Dibect Hal, 2.04 1-4.
nice
by Mambrino King, 127Θ
Dam, The Countess,
aire of Florida

J. PENLEY,

South Paris, Me.

Dam of Chlmeebrlno (4), 2.28 1-4,
Chimes (p), 2.16 1-4, ami 2 others In 2.90.

by Almont, Jr.,

2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of Rceliluary Legatee, 2J11-2; Geyser Boy,
2.20 1-4.

by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid,
Slater of La Oxcaletta, 2.29 3-4: ftraudam of
Lucretla, 2.20; Blaine, 2.27 1-2; «lain of Almont
Dictator, elre of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

TERMS : 125 TO WARRANT.

I

now

have

a

CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

A

Cheap Horse,

am to sell at your own price.
I also have a large lot of Household Furniture,

Beds, Bedding, Dishes, &c.
which haw been in use only a few
are as

good as

113.

Sleighs !

which I

months and

1829.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Watch for my List
Every Week.

Better

new.

—

OTHER THINGS.

Less

A Nice Organ, and many small
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms.
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.

Sleigh

for

—

Money

than you can buy anywhere else in the coun-

Open Saturday Evening.

Take Care of Yoor Teeth.

forced the water in through the poree
In the corks, displacing the lighter
liquid"—New York Press.

South Paris,

hand.

try.

H.
the School

Value $4.00

Boy.
at

$2.97

This advertisement should interest every
mother who wishes her boy well dressed
ut little expense.
We know that Boys'
Suits can be purchased for less than $'.'.97,
but they are not made of material that
will wear and are poorly tailored. The
suit here offered we guarantee to wear
well, having sold thousands of this number during the past few months, and all
have given thorough satisfaction.
The
suit is α Russian blouse, double breasted
style, made of excellent quality fine wool
cheviot: has extra linen Eton collar, with
silk tie; leather belt; bloomer trousers;
lined throughout; colors, tan, gray and
blue: perfectiy tailored and will not rip;
sizes 2% to 8 years; price
f2.9T
Any suit not satisfactory can be returned for refund of money, as Is our rule
with every article sold by us.

P. MILLETT,
South Paris, Me.

Serviceable and Dressy suit lor

QUAKER RANGE

DO YOUR BUYING IN NEW YORK
Is just one year ahead of
city In the United States In
fashions. Why not learn what New York
is waring? Our Fall and Winter Catalogue contains

New York
every other

A LIFE AT STAKE.
the three bottles came up delightfully
If you but knew the splendid merit of cold. But when we opened .hem we 500 pages of New York Fashions
Foley's Honey and Tar yoa would never found that they contained nothing but Cloaks, Suits, Furs. Skirts. Shirtwaists,
be withont it. A dose or two will presalt water. The sea's pressure had and everything needed for men's or wovent an

soy,

S. I'. MAXIM &

AGENTS,

were but thirty-eight conveyof every description in the city
of Philadelphia, but by 17i>4 their uumber had increased to 827, more than
two-thirds of which were comparatively light vehicles, a condition which led
one of the local papers to publish a
article concerning the
most

Joke of the Deep Sea.
"The sea's pressure is almost incredible," said the clubman. "If you descended deep enough it would crush
you, bones and all, to α mass of reddish
mud. Off Sicily we ran out of Ice, and
some one suggested that to cool the
champagne for dinner we lower it a
half mile or so Into the sea'e depths.
"This war. done, and at dinner time

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
imitation. Get the geuuine—
money. Don't take α cheap
the roof that lasts. A complete routing
kit in every roll.

THAYER'S

improve-

best.—London Lancet

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
knew
put on and how long it lasts; if you only
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
no tar, slate color,
contains
wear
Weather proof,
proof,
ua prove to you what the
any one can lay it. Let
will do.
Paroid
Hoofing
genuine
Send lor Free Sample

sent free. Oldest agency for securing patenta.
Patente taken through Munn A Co. raoelve
tpreiai notice, without charge, In the

there

are

good,

knew how

Parold

m AMI

ances

hard wood

only

durable, how satisfactory

now

ments in the highways, while the building of better rouds and turnpikes naturally created α greater demand for
more coachef, am', what was more to
the purpose, lighter vehicles. Iu 1771

All decay of the teeth begins from
without.
Consequently if the teeth's
surfaces be kept scrupulously clean
they cannot decay. Let the child early
acquire the habit of usiug a small
toothbrush dipped into chalk flavored
with some aromatic drug, and let it understand that the places most needing
the brush are those between the teeth.
That is the place where decay almost
invariably appears. Mucous secretions
and secretions of food are always found
between the teeth after a meal. They
may be removed with a toothpick. It
is almost un art to use α toothpick.
One must bewure of Injuring the fleshy
parts and leaving splinters, which In
some cases may cause the loss of a
tooth. Metal toothpicks should be altogether avoided. Those of dull and

NSW VOUK CITY.

60 YEARS*

between New Brunswick and Treuton,
N. J., and by 1750 this route had LeeO
extended over from New York to Philadelphia. .Moreover, as in England, so
in America, the advent of the stage-

necessitated

«ΤΜΚΤ.

TMC eCMTAUR OOMMNY, Π MU MAAV

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
Quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is Probably patenta Communie»,
tlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patente

The Flmt American Lime Waa Ran
In Xew Jeraer In 1744.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

EXPERIENCE

A. Shurtleff & Co.

"Willie,

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Telephone

I RADE

Tlie Way tlu· Brute World In Ilennrd-

of

Clerk and Treasurer.

raise·» great deal more money to pay
other debts. Beware of debt.—Atlanta

SACRED ANIMALS.

Signature

ALWAYS

1906,
Monday, Jan.
C. W. BOWKER,

"Well, 1 have my opinion of any
7:30.
reputable citizen who can't raise $4.29,''
said the Judge. "Go to Jail."
Thoji they dragged poor Mr. Camel
away, gave him a sound beating and
put him in prison.
And why do you suppose the camel
could not raise the money? Simply because he .had Just been compelled to
Constitution.

CASTORIA
Bean the

Dec. iS, 1905.

Many children are poisoned and made
nervous and weak, if not killed outright,
deprecatory
by mothers giving them cough syrups
in which it was
containing opiates. Foley's Honey and use of conveyances,
Tar la a safe and certain remedy for stated that the custom of riding was
coughs, croup and lung trouble, and is then being carried to such extravathe only prominent cough medicine that gance that "eveu farmers want carcontains no opiates or other poisons. F.
riages."—Metropolitan Magazine.
the

GENUINE

PULP WOOD WANTED.
WANTED : all kinds of peeled
pulp wood, also spruce and fir unpeeled.
A. J. PENLEY.

Telegraph

coach

For Over 30

PareCaetoria is a harmless substitute for Castor 011»
It is Pleasant. It
and
Syrups.
Soothing
Drops
goric,
Narcotio
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Wind
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and
cures
Constipation
Troubles,
Colic. It jelieves Teething
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

NOTICE.
"I haven't got it," replied the camel.
Annual meeting of the Citizens'
"Why don't you get It?"
"It is impossible."
Co. will
and
"I)o you mean to tell me you can't
at South
office
selectmen's
at
be held
get it from some of your friends'/"
at
on
Paris
1,
"Yes."

can

When « great calamity befalls one,
how It lightens it to talk about It after
It la over!--Atchison Globe.

don't you ΓΑΥ IT?'

"Why don't you pay It?" growled the

1±ίί_λ£ϋΙ__ί1ί

|

been
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
of
the
borne
has
signature
80
over
for
in nee
.years»
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
***
Allow no Qne to deceive you in this.
**
are brt
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
of
that trifle with Mid endanger the health

century.

invigorates, strengthens
cured by using Foley'· Kidney Cure,
It keeps you in condition physical- key.
In carving sirloin, cut thin slices from which I recommend to all, especially
ly, mentally and morally. That's what
who are similarly afflicted."
trainmen
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will do. the aide next to you, having it on the
& Co.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff dish with the tenderloin underneath; F. A. Shurtleff
then turn it. Help the guests to both
& Co.
The bull had just entered the china

OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL 10 US.

PLEASE SEND YOUR

battleflelde to dissect the bodies of the
national enemies, while he himself used
apes as most resembling human beings.
Human dissection was revived in Bologna In the fourteenth century, where

up.

Bears the

"Wiggins

FILL

•argerr «ad the Anatomist·
Oldea Days.
For a loug tiiue Alexandria was the
only medical center of the world, and
the pbyslclau Galen, born about 130
A. D., had to Journey from Rome to

ples, and, curiously enough, they are a
preventive of jaundice.
and was expected every moWhen a tickling sensation in your deathbed
Once more tbe
throat warns you of the coming of a ment to ikiss away,
cough, you would find a tablespoonful eight leading medical men of the capof the pulp of a roasted apple taken at ital gathered round his couch. All at
once the patient burst out laughing.
night a great relief.
Stewed apples placed in the centre of
"What Is It that tickles your fancy?"
a rice pudding make a variety in that
his friends inquired.
every day dish. When the rice has been
"A story has Just come into my
cooked on the fire pour it into a pie-dish,
"On the battleand make a space for the apples in the mind," wus the reply.

Outflow.
PKTKK M. HOLDEN, late of Paris, deRuins.
middle. Small pieces of butter scatterceased; will and petition for probate thereof
An out of door party.
ed over the top and some brown sugar
presented by Jam?* S. Wright, the executor
therein named.
An exclamation meaning "I have are a great improvement. Bake in a
HARRIETS. BLAKE, late of DU Held, de- found it!"
slow oven.—Ex.
as
trustee
ceased resignation of Henry C. Smith
U. A reply.
presented for acceptance.
Laundry Hints.
10. To bait again.
ABIGAIL WEBSTKK. of Sumner, ward; tint
Ink Stains.—Soak in sour milk. If a
account presented for allowance by W. E. Doble,
11. Chooses.
dark stain remains, rinse in a weak soluguardian.
tion of chloride of lime.
A DON 1R \ M J. BKRKV, late of Sumner, deNo. 3tt7.—DcfcctlT* Proverb.
salt
Blood Stains.—Soak in cold
ceased; flrst account presented for allowance by
letthe
stars
the
proper
administrator.
R.
by
Frederick
Replace
Dyer,
water, then wash in warm water with
found.
be
will
a
ters and
proverb
M A RUA RET BROWN, late of Paris, deceased;
plenty of good soap; afterwards boil.
tlrst account presented for allowance by James
•ee* *hiu** ·υ* *eve· *ear* ·η· ·ο·
Grass Stains.—Saturate the spot
S. Wright, executor.
•il* ·ΐη· •se" ·ιι· *he·.
thoroughly with kerosene and wash in
W. SCOTT NEWMAN, late of Dix lie Id, de
warm water.
ceased; second account presented for allowance
Iodine Spots.—Wash with alcohol,
ltlddle.
No.
by frank W. Butler, administrator de bouts non.
rinse in soapy water.
then
I'm essential to every g;tmc of curds;
MOODY f. WALKER, late of Denmark, deSewing-Machine Oil Stains.—Rub
I'm part of a watch or clock;
ceased; first and tlnal account presented for alI'm used us a measure In stable yards
with lard. Let stand for several hours,
lowance by D Eugene Chaplin, executor.
Where horsemen und Jockeys talk.
then wash with cold water and soap.
ALBION E. BRADBURY, late of Canton, deScokch Stains.—Wet the scorched
ceased; lln»t account presented for allowance by
for a weekly wage;
works
who
a
man
I'm
Bjron C. W lté, special administrator.
place, rub with soap and bleach in the
of the human frame;
I'm
purt
late
of
A.
EMMA
HOLT,
Norway, deceased;
Though I'm often "lent" or "given away," sun.
tlnal .iconnt presented for allowance, al-o petiMildew Spots.—Soak in a weak soluI belong to it Just the same.
tion for order to distribute balance remaining In
tion of chloride of lime for several hours.
his hands presented by Herbert I. Holt, admin,
lotrator.
Kinse in cold water.
No. »(>!>.—Anasrams.
Grease Spots.—Hot water and soap
ADDISON K. HKRRICK, Judge of said Court.
The letters of the word used to sup\ true copy—Attest
remove these, but if fixed by
generally
two
make
the
will
blank
iirst
the
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
ply
standing use ether, chloroform, or
long
sentence.
words
in
each
missing
All three of these must be
NOTICE.
a
come and uaphtha.
needs fixing;
The
used away from the fire or artificial light.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last fix it.
Hot Tea and Coffee Stains.—Soak
will and testament of
the leather with —, not oak.
the stained fabric in cold water, wring,
They
NANCY L. MARSH ALL, late of Norway,
Instant spread out, and pour a few drops of
In the County of Oxford, deceased, aud given
It dropped in the fire and
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
later I saw it —.
glycerine on each spot. Let It stand
demands against the estate of said deceased
several hours, then wash with cold water
for settleare desired to present the same
and soap.
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
No. 3T0.-Trlasfl«.
make payment Immediately.
Ikon Rust Spots.—Soak thoroughly
1. Kept in constant circulation.
CLARA a. SNOW.
Dec. 19«h, im
with lemon juice, sprinkle with salt and
2. Was indebted.
bleach for several hours in the sun.
NOTICE.
3. A masculine nickname.
Chocolate And Cocoa Stains.—
Tne subscriber hereby gives notice that he
edit.
of
4.
One-half
Wash with soap in tepid water.
hae been duly appointe·! administrator of the
estate of
5. A letter In day.
Fkuit Stains.—Stretch the fabric
ATKINS U. COOK, late of Paris,
containiug the stain over the mouth of a
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
basin and pour boiling water on the
latnds as the 1 iw directs. All persons having
No. 371.—Beheading and Cartallln*.
demande against the estate of said deceased are
1. Doubly behead and doubly curtail stain. If the stain has become fixed,
desired to present the same for settlement, and
soak the article in a weak solution of
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- a firm, rearrange und make a chart.
oxalic acid, or hold the spot over the
ment Immediately.
same
the
In
way:
WALTER L. OKAY.
Dec. l'.th, 11**5.
fumes of sulphur.
2. Behead and curtail Inhabitants of
Vaseline Stains.—Saturate the spot
NOTICE.
India, rearrange and make help.
with ether. Place a cup over it to preThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
recurtail
and
3. Behead
vent evaporation. Use the ether with
sportsmen,
has been duly appointed administrator of the
cst&tc of
arrange and make a number.
great care.
DAVIl) VARSEY. late of Porter,
Pitch, Wheel Gbease and Tar
4. Behead and curtail bandages, reIn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
the stains with lard,
All person· having arrange and make a covering for the Stains.—Soften
bonds as the law directe.
then soak in turpentine.
demand» against the estate of said deceased arc
Scrape off
head.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
carefully with a knife all the loose
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay5. Behead and curtail a society, re- surface dirt.
Sponge clean with turpenment Immediately.
arrange and make a measure of length. tine, and rub gently until dry.
HERBERT L. RIDLON.
Dec. 19th, 190ft.
6. Behead and curtail keener, rearVarnish and Paint Stains.—If the
NOTICE.
stain is on a coarse fabric, dissolve by
range aud make to knock.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
saturating it with with turpentine; use
has been duly appointed administrator of the
alcohol if on a fine fabric. Sponge with
estate of
The Safer Way.
NELLIE E. DeCOSTA, late of Bucktle'.d,
chloroform, if a dark ring is left by the
to
wuut
I
dou't
criticise,
course
"Of
and
of
In the County
Oxford, deceased,
All persons but I dou't thiuk It waa altogether turpentine.
given bonds a- the law direct·.
OILK om'unue.—iievwr une suap tu
havlug demands against the estate of said deright for David to say 'All meu are washing silk stockings. Bran in water
ceased are desired to present the same for set"
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
liars.'
is the proper fluid to use—four tableto make payment Immediately.
"Well, at any rate. It was safer than spoonfuls to a quart of water. Rinse in
FRED W. RECORD.
Dec. 19th, 19U0.
to pick out one man and say It to him." eeveral clear waters, pressing the water
NOTICE.
out. Dry stockings in the sun.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
Uses for Common Salt.—Mix starch
An Honorary Decree.
been duly appointed executor of the last will
with it to prevent lumping—eleven parts
and testament of
au honorary degree,
Freddie—What's
EDWIN HARRIMAN, late of lllraiu.
starch, one part salt.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons dad?
Put a pinch of salt in whites of eggs
having demands against the estate of said dea title a college con- when
Johnson—That's
beating them; also use it when
ceased are desired to present the same for settlebe
never
who
would
to
a
man
fers ou
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
whipping cream.
make payment Immediately.
exan
Place salt in oven under baking tine,
able to get it if he had to pass
GEORGE L. SAWYER.
Dec 5th, l*Vl.
in order to prevent scorching of their
Walter 1*. Perkins, Agent. amination.—Tom Watson's Magazine.
contents.
NOTICE.
P\it salt in cold water when you wish
Key to the Pummler.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
to cool a dish.
has deen duly appointed administrator with
No. 367.—Numerical Enigma: Under
Rub salt on tlat-irons before ueing.
the will annexed of the estate of
a spreading chestnut tree the village
ALBION E. BKADBl'RY, late of Canton,
Use salt on carpets to prevent moths.
aud
In the County of Oxfoid, deceased,
given smithy stands.
Put salt in whitewash to make it stick.
All persons having
bonds as the' law directs.
Να 358.—Kiddle: A steamship's proUse salt for cleaning piano keys, knife
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and peller.
handles and glaas spotted by hard water.
all indebted thereto are requested to make paySalt dissolved in alcohol will remove
No. 359.—Decapitations: 1. C-ape. 2.
ment Immediately.
BYRON C. WAITE.
grease stains from clothing.
Nov. 21st, 1*».
T-able.
Use salt to remove ink stains from a
No. 300.—Hidden Name Puzzle: AlexNOTICE.
carpet, when the ink is fresh.
ander the Great.
Rub salt on prints before washing, to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
No. 361.—Connected Word Squares:
been duly appointed administrator of the
set their color.
estate of
Salt sprinkled on the pantry shelves
8
I
Κ
COST
τ
EMILY A. CHASE, late of Paris,
will drive away ants.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Κ
OTTO
S
I
L
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
A little salt will revive a fire.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
To make a candle burn all night, put
Κ
I
κ
L
L A S Τ
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payfinely powdered salt on it until the salt
skALTOky
ment Immediately.
reaches the black part of the wick. In
JAMES S. WRIGHT
Not. 21st, 190S.
this way a mild and steady light may be
β
ι
l
S Τ A R Μ
NOTICE.
kept all through the night by a small
A
L
Ν
I
Τ
Ο
R
Ε
In the District Court of the United States for the
piece of candle.—Ex.
District of Maine. Id Bankruptcy.
Κ
Y
M
A
Χ
•
TA
In the Kitchen.
In the matter of
)
JOHN P.MASON.
J In Bankruptcy
D
S
L
Κ
S
TOT
Although many poople have to cut up
of Rum ford, Bankrupt. )
meat daily for a family, the number of
To the creditors of John P. Mason in the
No. 3β2.—A Star Puzzle: 1. Ararat 2.
those who do not know how to carve is
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Sahara.
6.
4.
Ananas.
Havana.
3.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9th day of
legion, so that the following hint* will
December, A. I>. 190ft, the said John P. Mason AtabaL β. Panama.
be found useful:
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Puzzle:
No.
3(ï3.—Prefix
Cent, decent;
To carve a fowl—which should always
tlrst meeting of his creditor* will be held at the
the 17th
Court House In South Pari», on
spot, desjMJt; fault, default; part, de- have the breast uppermost—place the
day of January, A. D. 19U6, at 10 o'clock,
at which time the said jart; bit, debit; serve, deserve; cant, fork in the breast, and take off the legs
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their clatms, decant; grade,
degrade; tail, detail; and wings without turning the bird; then
ex tun I n<·
the
a
trustee,
bankrupt,
appoint
cut the merry-thought, cut slices from
anil transact such other business as may Hue, define: crease, decrease; sire, dethe breast, and cut the collar bone, cut
properly come before said meeting.
sire; range, dernuge; scribe, describe; off the side
South" Paris, Dec. ·Λ>, 130ft.
piece, and then cut the cardeform.
face, deface; form,
GEO. A. WILSON,
cass in two.
Referee In Hankru Icy.
Divide the joints in the legs of a turIt
and builds

For Infants and Children.

5.
6.
7.
S.

cause

fin Aq1it)*I 5tory

la th·

why apples are so muoh
wholesome and digestible when the African city even to see a skeleton.
they are roasted, boiled or baked is be- He spilt bis students to the German
breaks down
heat thus
The reason

more

the
applied
the cells of the apple, and thus the acid
and the sugar contained in them are
more generally diffused through the apples, and the moisture is also dispersed.
A French way of cooking apples which
No. 860.—Find the Colonel
we have seldom come across, excepting
in the homes of those who have lived in
that country, is as follows: Core and pare
your apples and place them in a bakingtin, having filled the space left by the
removal of the core with butter and
brown sugar.
Sprinkle brown sugar
and bits of butter about between the apples in the tin, and then bake. These
are most delicious.
An apple and orange salad is also a
very nice and little known way of using
apples. Slice the oranges, after removing skin and scraping off the pulp, Into a
bowl, mix with the slices some apples
Put plenty
cut into quarters or eighths.
of sugar in between each layer and mix
well. Let thie be made about an hour
before you need to use it. It is a nice
dish, for the oranges give a very delicate
flavor to the apples, and both go very
well together.
Apples are considered wholesome even
when eaten raw. One taken at breakfast
every morning is supposed to be good
for the complexion, and those who suffer
from liver trouble or gout would do well
These two subalterns are looking foi to use them. Apples are considered to
to
He is In the picture. be of high value as brain food, owing
their colonel.
the amount of phosphorus they conHelp them find him.—New York Tribtain. Dyspeptics are often ordered ap-

une.

HUMAN DISSECTION.

men's wear or In the home. If you wish
to know and have the New York Fall
Styles—If Interested In Savlnar Money—
Cloth Bound
write for our Catalogue.
Copy, De Luxe Edition, sent for He. to
or
bound
paper
copy sent
pay postage,
absolutely free. It places the New York
Market at your disposal—the pleasure of
New York 8tyles—New York Prices—all
Write for this
are yours for the asking.

Catalogue today—now.

AMnh teas 2M

R. H. MACY «I CO.
WW YOU

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

without bolts.
50 cte.
*50 cts.
Down,"d

Variety Stort, Norway.

are

.w««k.t

put

